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The role of information in collective decisions∗

Nicolás Figueroa,† José-Alberto Guerra,‡ Francisco Silva§

Abstract

In this paper, we study collective information acquisition in groups that make decisions using
majority rule. We argue both theoretically and experimentally that the median voter theorem
does not apply; in general, the level of information acquired by the group is not equal to the
level of information a median voter would like to acquire individually, despite agents having
single peaked preferences over information. We find t hat g roups o veracquire o r underacquire
information relative to what would have been predicted by the median voter theorem depending
on the levels of disagreemnent among the group members both before and after information is
acquired. We also discuss the impact of the failure of the median voter theorem on efficiency.
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El papel de la información en las decisiones colectivas∗

Nicolás Figueroa,† José-Alberto Guerra,‡ Francisco Silva§

Resumen

En este art́ıculo, estudiamos la adquisición colectiva de información en grupos que toman 
decisiones utilizando la regla de la mayoŕıa. Argumentamos, tanto teórica como experimen-

talmente, que el teorema del votante mediano no aplica; en general, el nivel de información 
adquirido por el grupo es diferente al nivel de información que el votante mediano adquiriŕıa 
individualmente, a pesar de que los agentes tienen preferencias de un solo pico sobre la informa-

ción. Encontramos que los grupos sobreadquieren o subadquieren información en relación con lo 
que predice el teorema del votante mediano dependiendo de los niveles de desacuerdo entre los 
miembros del grupo tanto antes como después de adquirir la información. También discutimos 
el efecto sobre la eficiencia que trae consigo la falla del teorema del votante mediano. 
Palabras Clave: Aprendizaje colectivo, votante mediano, experimento de laboratorio
JEL: D71, D83, C92
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1 Introduction

Motivation: There are many instances in which a group of people decides collectively on whether

to acquire information using the majority rule. Committees might have the option to pay for an

environmental study before initiating some construction project, democratic countries might want

to delay their entry into some international organization until more information is gathered (e.g., the

process that led to the inclusion of several Eastern European countries in the European Union) and

parliaments might experiment with different pilot programs before settling on a definitive policy.

The problem that each group member faces when voting over whether to acquire information is

more complicated than the individual information acquisition problem. When agents are part of a

group, they must also consider the impact that new information might have on what other agents

learn, which might influence how they vote. As an example, take the controversy surrounding the

expansion of the city of Rome’s subway.1 While expanding the subway network is a clear necessity

for the city due to its enormous traffic problems, it also runs the risk of damaging historical

landmarks of unknown value. The political committees that decide on how to expand the subway

network have the option to order archaeological studies to obtain information on the archaeological

damage of expanding the subway in some direction. Take a committee member who, absent the

information from the archaeological report, is quite interested in expanding the subway network; so

much so that she can only be convinced otherwise if the archeological report is extremely pessimistic.

If this committee member was deciding individually and the archeological study was sufficiently

cheap, she would rather ask for the report and then proceed with the expansion unless the unlikely

event that the report is extremely pessimistic occurs. However, as a member of the group that

makes decisions using the majority rule, the committee member would be less willing to acquire

information, because she would fear that more moderate colleagues would be persuaded to vote

against the expansion of the subway network even when only slightly pessimistic information had

been found.

The purpose of this paper is to study the way in which collective decisions over information

acquisition differ from individual decisions. Does majority rule as an institution lead to more or

less information acquisition than the agents’ willingness to acquire information when faced with an

individual problem? Are groups (that use majority rule) more or less willing to acquire information

than their members?

The median voter theorem provides a useful benchmark. Roughly speaking, the median voter

theorem tells us that if a group of N agents decides over some policy x ∈ R using majority rule

and each agent i = 1, ..., N has single peaked preferences (indexed by some type θi), the policy

that will end up being implemented (labeled α) will be the median voter’s preferred policy, i.e.,

α (θ) = median (x1 (θ1) , ..., xN (θN )), where each xi (θi) represents agent i’s favourite policy given

her type θi and where θ = (θ1, ..., θN ). Equipped with the median voter theorem, we would be

tempted to claim that if a group is wondering whether to purchase information at a per-person cost

1See NPR, 22 August 2018, https://www.npr.org/2018/07/22/630532760/romes-subway-expansion-reveals-
artifacts-from-the-ancient-past.
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of c ∈ R, in equilibrium, it would purchase that information if and only if α (θ) ≥ c, where each

xi (θi) would now represent each agent i’s own willingness to pay for information. We find that

this intuition is incorrect as agents do not vote as if they were individual decision makers. As we

discuss in the paper, information acquisition is rather special and, even though agents have single

peaked preferences, it is generally not the case that the group’s willingness to pay for information

is equal to α (θ).

Approach: We discuss when groups that make decisions using majority rule overacquire and

underacquire information relative to what would have been predicted by the median voter theorem

both theoretically and experimentally. We approach the problem by considering a very simple

scenario: a group of N agents must choose one of two policies labeled S (status quo) and C

(change). Policy S returns a (normalized) payoff of 0 for every agent while policy C returns a

payoff for each agent i that depends on that agent’s type θi and on a common state of the world

ω. Before deciding over S and C, the group chooses whether to acquire information. If information

is acquired, each group member pays a cost c ∈ R and the state ω becomes public. Both decisions

are made using majority rule.

We start by presenting a preliminary result that says that, for each vector of types θ, there

is some threshold β (θ) ∈ R such that, in equilibrium, the group votes for information to be

acquired if and only if c ≤ β (θ). Accordingly, we interpret β (θ) as the group’s willingness to pay

for information. We note that, in general, β ̸= α and define our measure of overacquisition of

information as µ ≡ β − α. Hence, µ measures how much more information is acquired by a group

who makes decisions using majority rule compared to what would have been expected by the median

voter theorem.

Theoretical results: In the first part of the paper, we characterize theoretically the equilibrium

of the voting game described above. We introduce the concepts of ex-post disagreement and ex-

ante disagreement. Informally, each agent i’s level of ex-post disagreement in state ω is a measure

of the difference between agent i’s preferences over policies S and C in that state and those of

the majority of the group members. Ex-ante disagreement is a measure of the same difference

but in the ex-ante stage, i.e., before information is acquired. We then prove that the difference

between each agent’s willingness to vote for information in the group and her willingness to pay

for information when deciding individually is increasing with her level of ex-ante disagreement and

decreasing with a weighted sum of her ex-post disagreement, where the weights are given by her

intensity of preferences in each state. The intuition is that when the agent is part of the group,

she does not have control over the decision about C and S. As a result, from the point of view of

the agent, both options (acquiring and not acquiring information) are worse than when deciding

individually. The extent to which each option is worse depends on the consequences of the lack

of control over the final decision of the group. If the group is likely to decide what the agent

would have decided, then the agent is not harmed by her lack of control. As a result, if ex-ante

disagreement increases, it becomes less likely that the group will decide what the agent would
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have preferred if the information is not acquired, so the option not to acquire information worsens.

Likewise, if ex-post disagreement increases, it is the option to acquire information that worsens.

This result leads to three main predictions. First, all else the same, the level of overacquisition

of information µ is increasing in the group’s level of ex-ante disagreement and decreasing with ex-

post disagreement. Second, there will be strong overacquisition (underacquisition) of information,

defined as µ (θ) ≥ (≤) 0 for all θ, if every agent’s ex-ante disagreement is larger (smaller) than their

weighted sum of ex-post disagreement. Third, the level of expected overacquisition of information

(E (µ)) is also increasing in the average level of ex-ante disagreement and decreasing in the average

weighted level of ex-post disagreement, provided the agent with the median willingness to vote for

information is always the agent with the median willingness to pay for information.

Experimental testing: In the second part of the paper, we test experimentally whether agents

who vote for information are affected by ex-ante and ex-post disagreement in the way predicted

by the theory. In our experiment, we have placed each of the subjects (college students in a top

Colombian university) in a group with 2 computers who act in order to maximize their expected

payoff. Each group is asked first to vote for information acquisition and then for C or S, just like in

the model. We conduct several rounds and in each round a new state is drawn which determines the

payoffs in the event that C is chosen. Each subject’s payoff function is kept constant for all rounds

(a payoff function is a payoff for each state). By contrast, in each round, there is a different payoff

table for the computers (each computer’s payoff is a function of the state and of the computer’s

type). Each payoff table induces different levels of ex-ante and ex-post disagreement. We then

track how each subject’s vote for information acquisition changes from round to round.

Specifically, we design a preliminary round where the computer’s payoffs mirror the subject’s,

i.e., the computer only has one type and the payoffs for each state are equal to the subject’s.

We then elicit each subject i’s willingness to vote for information vi, i.e., the highest price for

information for which they would vote affirmatively. By design, the problem the subject faces in

this preliminary round is equivalent to an individual problem. Hence, the elicited willingness to

vote for information is equal to the subject’s willingness to pay for information individually. In the

subsequent rounds, in the voting for information stage, we ask each subject if they want to vote

for information at price vi, i.e., we recover whether their new willingness to vote for information is

larger than their willingness to pay for information individually. We keep track of each subject’s

answer per round and then linearly regress the binary votes for information on ex-ante and ex-post

disagreement.

We find that the results depend on whether information is individually valuable. We say that

information is individually valuable if the subject’s payoff when alternative C is chosen is not

always larger or always smaller than alternative S. If information is individually valuable, we find

sufficient evidence to support the hypothesis that agents are more willing to vote for information

acquisition when there is more ex-ante disagreement and less ex-post disagreement. If information

is not individually valuable, the results are inconclusive, which suggests that information being

individually valuable triggers the sort of strategic behavior the theory discusses.
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Pareto Efficiency: If the intuition of the median voter theorem did apply, information would

be acquired if and only if the agent with the median vi wanted to acquire information when deciding

individually. Hence, the group’s decisions would be efficient; the group would act exactly like that

agent would have had she been the sole decision maker. In the third part of the paper, we discuss

whether this is really the case in light of the results of the previous two sections. We find that, in

general, the answer is negative and the group may make inefficient decisions even when the agents’

preferences are assumed to satisfy a “no preference order reversal” property. This property states

that if some agent i values C (relative to S) more than some agent j in some state, then agent

i must value C more than agent j in every state. In Rome’s subway example from above, this

is equivalent to assuming that if some agent i is more willing to expand the subway network for

some archaeological report than some agent j, then the same should be true for any archaeological

report; in this case, agent i is more predisposed to expanding the subway than agent j. The main

implication of the no preference order reversal assumption is that, for any state, the pivotal agent

in the decision over C and S is always the same; it is the agent with the median preference for C.

Let us call that agent i∗. Under complete information, the identity of i∗ is known. When that is the

case, we prove that each agent’s willingness to vote for information is monotone in their preference

for C. Hence, agent i∗ will also be pivotal in the decision over information acquisition, so that the

intuition of the median voter theorem applies and the group decides efficiently.

By contrast, when there is incomplete information, the identity of agent i∗ is unknown. This has

two consequences. On the one hand, each agent’s willingness to vote for information is no longer

necessarily monotone with their preference for C, which implies that agent i∗ need not be pivotal in

the decision over information acquisition. On the other hand, even when agent i∗ is pivotal, the fact

that she does not know that she is agent i∗ influences the way in which she votes for information

to the point that her willingness to vote for information is different than her willingness to pay

for information when deciding individually. These two observations allow us to construct examples

in the text where the equilibrium outcome is ex-post inefficient: we construct an example where

information is both individually valuable and free and yet the group chooses not to acquire it

and another example where information is more costly than each individual willingness to pay for

information and yet information ends up being acquired.

2 Related Literature

The literature that is the most related to our work also studies problems of information acquisition

in groups that decide using majority rule. Ginzburg & Guerra (2019) consider a similar model but

assume the agents’ types are public. They study when the group chooses not to acquire costless

information. In Strulovici (2010), the information acquisition is done through experimentation; in

each period, the group collectively chooses to select a safe outcome that produces no information

or a risky outcome. Collective information acquisition through experimentation is also studied

in Khromenkova (2017), Gieczewski & Kosterina (2020), and Anesi & Bowen (2021). In Chan,
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Lizzeri, Suen & Yariv (2018), the cost of acquiring information is delaying the implementation of a

project. Anesi & Safronov (2021) study a similar model with finite periods and costly information

acquisition in each period. Louis (2015) is also closely related in that the group does decide policy

using majority rule. However, the decision over information acquisition is not done using majority

rule but rather through private contributions to a production function.

Strulovici (2010) and Khromenkova (2017) argue that groups underacquire information; in

their model, the group stops experimenting sooner than any agent would have in the corresponding

individual problem. In Gieczewski & Kosterina (2020), a similar phenomenon occurs but is coun-

teracted by the entry of more optimistic agents in the group who increase the group’s willingness to

experiment. By contrast, we argue that both overacquisition and underacquisition of information

are plausible. This difference is not due to the different information acquisition process (we discuss

experimentation in Appendix A.2) but rather due to the specific assumptions of their model. By

design, all members of the group are equal before the experimentation begins, so there is no ex-ante

disagreement. The only disagreement is ex-post: after each period, some agents will have different

preferences over the various options available. That is why the group underacquires information.

If there was ex-ante disagreement and the experimentation led to ex-post agreement one should

expect the opposite result. Indeed, in Anesi & Safronov (2021) and in Anesi & Bowen (2021), there

is ex-ante disagreement that is reduced over time as information is acquired. In Chan et al. (2018)

and Louis (2015) there is both ex-ante and ex-post disagreement.

As to whether groups acquire information inefficiently, Ginzburg & Guerra (2019) are the closest

reference because they consider a similar model to ours but with complete information. They

show that efficient information acquisition should not be expected and characterize the payoff

distributions under which costless and individually valuable information is not acquired by the

group.2 However, their result depends on the possibility that the pivotal voter is different from

state to state. If one was to impose the no preference order reversal assumption in their model, the

outcome would be efficient because it would be as if the median voter gets to make all decisions.

Indeed, the same happens in Strulovici (2010), Khromenkova (2017), Chan et al. (2018), Anesi

& Safronov (2021). By contrast, in our model, it is the incomplete information that generates

inefficiencies.

Also related to our work is the literature on collective sequential search, where a group of agents

vote on whether to select the available alternative or search for a new alternative (see Albrecht,

Anderson & Vroman 2010, Compte & Jehiel 2010). The main difference to our work is the absence

of recall. In these papers, the group is unable to select previously searched alternatives; the group

either sticks with the current alternative or asks for a new alternative with random characteristics.

This, it turns out, is crucial in the discussion over overacquisition of information, because each voter

values the option to stop searching the same regardless of whether the decision is made within a

group or individually; when deciding collectively, it is only the option to search that is worsened by

the fact that each agent does not have complete control over future decisions. This is why Albrecht

2Ginzburg (2022) finds that similar inefficiencies may occur when groups decide using the unanimity rule.
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et al. (2010) find that each agent in a group that chooses whether to search using majority rule has

lower standards of acceptance than when deciding individually.

Our study also contributes to the experimental literature on collective acquisition of informa-

tion (see Martinelli & Palfrey 2020 for a recent survey). Ginzburg & Guerra (2019) find that,

although there are deviations from theory explained by subjects’ cognitive limitations, groups are

substantially more likely to vote against acquiring information whenever group members have con-

flicting public preferences. Freer, Martinelli & Wang (2020) and Hudja (2019) experimentally test

Strulovici (2010) collective experimentation model. While the former shows that a simple majority

voting rule reduces inefficient under-experimentation, the latter finds that groups under-experiment

against equilibrium predictions. Reshidi, Lizzeri, Yariv, Chan & Suen (2021) experimentally test

static and sequential (as in Chan et al. (2018)’s model) information acquisition models where com-

mittee members have similar preferences, i.e., they all want to choose the alternative that matches

the unknown state of the world. By contrast, our paper experimentally studies situations where

the agent’s preferences are private and heterogeneous, where inefficiencies can arise both from over-

acquisition and underacquisition of information, and where there is no collective experimentation.3

3 Theory

3.1 Model

Fundamentals: A group of N (odd number) agents must decide through simple majority rule

between two policies labeled S (of status quo) and C (of change). Policy S returns a normalized

payoff of 0 for each agent, while policy S returns a payoff fω (θi) that depends on the agent’s private

information θi ∈ [0, 1] (her type) and on the common state of world ω ∈ Ω. Before deciding between

the two policies, the agents collectively decide through majority rule whether to learn state ω. If

the agents decide to learn the state, each agent i pays a cost of c ≥ 0.

Assumptions: We assume that Ω is finite and denote the distribution of ω by p ∈ ∆Ω. Each

θi is independent across i = 1, ..., N and is distributed uniformly (without loss of generality). We

assume that fω (·) is continuous, and strictly increasing for each ω ∈ Ω. The latter is the “no

preference order reversal” property described in the Introduction. It means that if, compared to

some agent i, agent j is more favorable to alternative C in some state, then she is more favorable

to alternative C in every state.

Equilibrium concept: As is well known, voting games admit many perfect bayesian equilibria.

We follow the standard approach of considering only equilibria in weakly dominant strategies. This

means that, in either stage of the game, agents vote as if they were pivotal. Specifically, when

deciding whether to vote for C or for S, each agent i = 1, ..., N votes for her preferred alternative

3Our paper is also more loosely related to the work that experimentally tests collective search models (see Hizen,
Kawata & Sasaki 2013, Mak, Rapoport & Seale 2014, Mak, Seale, Rapoport & Gisches 2019).
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given the information available, and when voting on whether the state should be revealed, each

agent assumes that she is the one making that decision while taking into account that every agent

will vote for her favorite alternative in the second vote.

Definitions: For each vector θ ∈ [0, 1]N , let

χ (θ) ≡ median (θ1, ..., θN ) .

For each ω ∈ Ω, denote τω ∈ [0, 1] as the threshold type such that higher types prefer C and

lower types prefer S (i.e., fω (τω) = 0). Likewise, define τ̂ as the threshold type when the state is

unknown, i.e., ∑
ω∈Ω

p (ω) fω (τ̂) = 0.4

3.2 Overacquisition of information

We first state a preliminary result that indicates how each agent votes in the information acquisition

stage.

Lemma 1 For each θi ∈ [0, 1], let

q (θi) ≡
∑
ω∈Ω

p (ω) fω (θi) (Pr {χ (θ) ≥ τω|θi} − Pr (χ (θ) ≥ τ̂ |θi)) .

In equilibrium, each agent i votes for information to be acquired if and only q (θi) ≥ c and

information is acquired by the group if and only if β (θ) ≥ 0 for each vector θ ∈ [0, 1]N , where

β (θ) ≡ median (q (θ1) , ..., q (θN )) .

Proof. In the second vote, if the state has been revealed, each agent i = 1, ..., N votes C if and

only fω (θi) ≥ 0. Because decisions are made using the simple majority rule, when the state is

revealed, alternative C ends up being selected by the group if and only if

median (fω (θ1) , ..., f
ω (θN )) ≥ 0.

Moreover, recall that, by assumption, fω is strictly increasing for all ω ∈ Ω, which means that

median (fω (θ1) , ..., f
ω (θN )) = fω (χ (θ)) .

If the state has not been revealed, each agent i votes C if and only if∑
ω∈Ω

p (ω) fω (θi) ≥ 0,

4If fω(0) > 0, then τω = 0, while if fω(1) < 0, then τω = 1. The same applies for τ̂ .
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which is increasing with θi. Therefore, alternative C is selected if and only if∑
ω∈Ω

p (ω) fω (χ (θ)) ≥ 0.

It then follows that, when selecting whether to vote for the state to be revealed, each agent i =

1, ..., N votes affirmatively if and only if q (θi) ≥ c and the state ends up being revealed if and only

β(θ) ≥ c.

Given the previous result, we refer to q (θi) as agent i’s willingness to vote for information in a

group and to β (θ) as the group’s willingness to pay for information. We measure overacquisition

of information relative to what would happen if each agent was making decisions alone. Define

v (θi) ≡
∑
ω∈Ω

p (ω) fω (θi) (Pr {θi ≥ τω|θi} − Pr (θi ≥ τ̂ |θi)) ,

which represents agent i’s willingness to pay for information when deciding individually (i.e., when

deciding individually, agent i acquires information if and only if v (θi) ≥ c). Let

α (θ) ≡ median (v (θ1) , ..., v (θN ))

and

µ (θ) ≡ β (θ)− α (θ) .

We define µ as our measure of overacquisition of information of the group and say that there is

strong overaquisition (underacquisition) of information if and only if µ (θ) ≥ (≤) 0 for all θ ∈ [0, 1]N ,

with the inequality being strict for some θ ∈ [0, 1]N .

The level of overacquisition of information of the group will largely depend on the degree of

ex-ante and ex-post disagreement, which we now define. For each θi ∈ [0, 1], let

γ̂ (θi) ≡ |Pr (χ (θ) ≥ τ̂ |θi)− Pr (θi ≥ τ̂ |θi)|

represent agent i’s ex-ante disagreement. It represents the difference in absolute terms of the

probability that the (unknown) median voter’s preferred action is equal to agent i’s preferred

action if information is not acquired. Likewise, for each θi ∈ [0, 1] and ω ∈ Ω, let

γω (θi) ≡ |Pr (χ (θ) ≥ τω|θi)− Pr (θi ≥ τω|θi)|

represent agent i’s ex-post disagreement in state ω ∈ Ω.

Proposition 1 For each θi ∈ [0, 1],

q (θi)− v (θi) = δ̂ (θi) γ̂ (θi)−
∑
ω∈Ω

δω (θi) γ
ω (θi) ,
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where

δ̂ (θi) ≡

∣∣∣∣∣∑
ω∈Ω

p (ω) fω (θi)

∣∣∣∣∣ > 0

and

δω (θi) ≡ p (ω) |fω (θi)| > 0

for each ω ∈ Ω.

Proof. It follows because, for each θi ∈ [0, 1],

fω (θi) ≥ 0 ⇒ Pr (χ (θ) ≥ τω|θi) ≤ Pr (θi ≥ τω|θi)

for all ω ∈ Ω and ∑
ω∈Ω

p (ω) fω (θi) ≥ 0 ⇒ Pr (χ (θ) ≥ τ̂ |θi) ≤ Pr (θi ≥ τ̂ |θi) .

Proposition 1 is key in analyzing overacquisition of information as it states that the difference

between each agent’s willingness to vote for information acquisition in a group and her willingness

to pay for information individually is a (linear) increasing function of her ex-ante disagreement and

a (linear) decreasing function of her ex-post disagreement in any state. To get additional intuition

on this result, consider the following example.

Example 1 Consider the problem discussed in the Introduction of a committee of three people

that determines whether the subway network of the city of Rome should be expanded (C) or not

(S). Before voting on the expansion, the committee can order an archaelogical study aimed at

identifying the probability ω ∈ {L,M,H} that no historical landmark is destroyed if the expansion

is completed, where L stands for “Low”, M stands for “Medium” and H stands for “High”. Assume

that fH (θi) = θi +
1
2 , f

M (θi) = θi − 1
2 and fL (θi) = θi − 3

2 so that i) it is common knowledge that

there is complete agreement between all of the committee members whenever ω = L and ω = H

(in the former case, it is consensual to stop expanding the subway, while in the latter, it is the

consensus to expand) and ii) if ω = M , there might be disagreement; those more predisposed to

expansion would rather expand while those more concerned with the archaeological risk would rather

not. Crucially, each committee member does not know the other members’ types, so the winning

alternative should the archaeological study report ω = M is uncertain.

Figures 1 and 2 display functions v and q for two different prior distributions over the result of

the archaeological study. In Figure 1, it is assumed that report H is produced with a probability of
2
3 , while each of the other reports has a probability of 1

6 ; in Figure 2, all three reports are equally

likely.

The differences between the two figures are stark. In Figure 1, each committee member is less

willing to acquire information than what they would have been had they been the sole decision
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maker; the opposite happens in Figure 2. Indeed, what follows from Proposition 1 is precisely that

what determines whether each agent wants to acquire more or less information as a part of the

group than individually is the information’s role in increasing or decreasing disagreement among

the group members. The prior distribution that leads to Figure 1 is such that there is ex-ante

agreement; it is common knowledge that, if information is not acquired, every committee member

prefers expansion. As a result, the option not to acquire information generates the same payoff for

each agent regardless of whether the following decision over whether to expand is taken individually

or by majority rule. By contrast, the option to acquire information is worse for each committee

member than when deciding individually because, whenever report M is announced, there is only a

50% chance that the committee decides her preferred action.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
θi

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

Figure 1: Functions v (in blue) and q (in yellow) of Example 1 with prior p(H) = 2
3 , p(M) = p(L) =

1
6 .

The prior that leads to Figure 2 generates the opposite result. There is ex-ante disagreement;

each agent i prefers to expand if and only if θi ≥ 1
2 . Now, both options (of acquiring and not

acquiring information) are worse than when deciding individually. However, the effective loss of

control each committee member faces is relatively smaller if information is acquired. If information

is acquired, the probability that the action chosen by the committee is equal to the action each

committee member would have preferred is of 2
3 +

1
3 ∗

1
2 = 83.3%; by contrast, if information is not

acquired, there is only a 50% chance that the group selects each group member’s preferred action.

As can be seen by Figures 1 and 2, Proposition 1 leads to the failure of the median voter

theorem. For example, consider the prior of Figure 2 and say that there are three agents with types

θ1 = 0.1, θ2 = 0.2 and θ3 = 0.3. It follows that v(θ1) = 12
60 , v(θ2) = 14

60 and v(θ3) = 16
60 so that

α(θ) = 14
60 . However, q(θ1) =

16
60 , q(θ2) =

17
60 and q(θ3) =

18
60 , so that β(θ) = 17

60 > α(θ); indeed, β(θ)

is even larger than the largest individual willingness to pay for information of the group members.

The following three corollaries summarize the main implications of Proposition 1 in terms of

overacquisition of information.

10
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Figure 2: Functions v (in blue) and q (in yellow) of Example 1 with prior p(H) = p(M) = p(L) = 1
3 .

Corollary 1 All else the same, the level of overacquisition of information of a group is increasing

with each agent’s ex-ante disagreement level and decreasing with each agent’s ex-post disagreement

level.

By all else the same we mean that, if we consider two separate groups with two separate payoff

functions fω for each ω such that, for each agent in one group corresponds another agent in the

other group with the same values for δ̂ and δω for each ω ∈ Ω but higher ex-ante disagreement and

lower ex-post disagreement, the latter group overacquires more information than the former.

The second corollary refers to the conditions under which there is strong overacquisition and

underacquisition of information.

Corollary 2 There is strong overacquisition (underacquisition) of information if and only if

γ̂ (θi) ≥ (≤)
∑
ω∈Ω

δω (θi)

δ̂ (θi)
γω (θi)

for all θi ∈ [0, 1], with the inequality being strict for some θi ∈ [0, 1].

Proof. Notice that the stated condition is equivalent to q (θi) ≥ v (θi) for all θi ∈ [0, 1] with the

inequality being strict for some agent i, so the “if” part follows directly from Proposition 1. As

for the “only if” part, suppose there is some θ̃ ∈ [0, 1] such that q
(
θ̃
)
< v

(
θ̃
)
and consider vector

θ =
(
θ̃, ..., θ̃

)
. Notice that

β
(
θ̃, ..., θ̃

)
− α

(
θ̃, ..., θ̃

)
= q

(
θ̃
)
− v

(
θ̃
)
< 0,

which would be a contradiction to strong overacquisition.

Corollary 2 states that there is strong overacquisition (underacquisition) of information if and

only if each agent’s ex-ante disagreement is always larger (smaller) than the weighted sum of her

ex-post disagreement, where each weight δω(θi)

δ̂(θi)
measures the intensity of agent i’s preferences in
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state i. Specifically, in states where agent i is less indifferent (i.e., when |fω (θi)| is larger), δω(θi)

δ̂(θi)
is

larger.

The final result of this section is about expected overacquisiton of information.

Corollary 3 Assume that, for any vector θ ∈ [0, 1]N and for every agent i, v(θi) = α(θ) if and

only if q (θi) = β(θ). Then,

E (µ) =

1∫
0

ρ (θi)

(
δ̂ (θi) γ̂ (θi)−

∑
ω∈Ω

δω (θi) γ
ω (θi)

)
dθi,

where

ρ (θi) ≡ Pr(v(θi) = α(θ))

represents the probability that an agent with type θi has the median willingness to pay for informa-

tion.

The assumption in Corollary 3 is that the agent with the median willingness to pay for informa-

tion individually is also always the agent with the median willingness to vote for information in a

group. It can be shown that function v(·) is single peaked, so a sufficient condition is that function

q(·) is also single peaked and has the same peak (as in Figures 1 and 2). Under this assumption,

expected overacquisition of information can simply be found by calculating the difference between

type θi’s willingness to vote for information and her willingness to pay for information (which de-

pends on her ex-ante and ex-post disagreement as stated in Proposition 1), multiplying it by the

probability that an agent with type θi has the median willingness to pay for information and then

integrate over all θi.

4 Experiment

We test our main theoretical result (Proposition 1) in a series of online laboratory experiments,

coded in oTree (Chen, Schonger &Wickens 2016), with 159 students recruited through the Universi-

dad de Los Andes ORSEE database (Greiner 2015). We focus on how sensitive subjects’ willingness

to vote for information is to: (i) ex-ante disagreement; and (ii) ex-post disagreement. As Ginzburg

& Guerra (2019) find that some subjects are unable to consider the behavior of others when making

decisions about information acquisition (i.e., are strategically naive), especially in situations where

information does not affect their preferred choice between C and S, we also investigate whether

situations where information is individually valuable trigger more strategic behavior.

4.1 Design

In each online session, each subject was assigned to a group with two computers. In each of

four total rounds, the subject participated in a collective decision by the group by first voting on
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information revelation and then on whether alternative S or C should be chosen.5 In each round,

each subject was initially endowed with 10 Experimental Tokens (ET, approximately 2.5USD). As

in the model, alternative S returned a constant payment of 10ET, while alternative C returned a

payoff fω(θi) that depended on an unknown state of the world ω, which could be either Low, L, or

High, H, with equal probability, and on the privately known type of the group member. Subjects

had a fixed type θi = A for all rounds, while computers were assigned a type from {A,B}. In

the first round, each computer was assigned type A with probability 1; in the subsequent rounds,

each computer was privately assigned each type with equal probability. In line with the model’s

equilibrium refinement, the initial decision of whether to learn the state is made exclusively by the

subject, as if she was pivotal. After that, the group decided by majority voting between alternative

S and alternative C. Subjects were informed that computers voted in order to maximize their

expected payoffs, so that they would be able to predict each computer’s vote for each type. We

used computerized players to reduce subjects’ strategic uncertainty and to avoid unintended effects

arising from subjects with other-regarding preferences.

In Table 1 we show the payoff functions we used in the experiment and the specific treatments

we implemented.6 During the four rounds, the payoff function associated to type A remained

constant while the payoff function linked to type B changed. We set these variations as to have

in some rounds ex-post disagreement under state L or H, and in others ex-ante disagreement.

Therefore, the variations across rounds in the payoff functions constitute our main within-subjects

experimental treatment of ex-post or ex-ante disagreement. This treatment allows us to test whether

the level of overacquisition of information is increasing in the group’s level of ex-ante disagreement

and decreasing with ex-post disagreement.

To investigate deviations from theory due to strategic naivety, we implemented a between-

subjects treatment of how individually valuable information is to subjects. In treatment T1, infor-

mation is individually valuable because the subject’s payoff when the group chooses alternative C

is not always larger or smaller than with alternative S (see the upper panel of Table 1). In treat-

ment T2, information is not individually valuable – subject’s payoff when alternative C is chosen

is always larger or smaller than alternative S (lower panel of Table 1). We distinguish between

these two cases to study whether subjects behave differently when information is relevant to them

individually. Within these two treatments, subjects were given different incentive levels to vote for

alternative C – lower or higher incentives – to check whether our results are sensitive to incentive

magnitudes.

5In the actual wording of the experiment, alternatives S and C correspond respectively to Option X and Option
Y . The original instructions in Spanish can be found in Online Appendix B.3 and a version in English in Online
Appendix B.4. An online session lasted for 50 minutes: filling out informed consent and reading instructions (10
minutes), making decisions (30 minutes), and filling out an exit questionnaire and payment receipt (10 minutes).

6There was also a practice round with payoff levels that were +1/ − 1 deviations from the first round’s. The
practice round did not count towards the final experimental earnings.
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Table 1: Payoff function when alternative C is chosen given state of the world,
(
fL(θi), f

H(θi)
)

Incentive level
to choose C

Rounds

Type, θi 1 2 3 4

T1. Information is individually valuable

Higher
incentives

A (9, 16)
B (9, 16) (11, 17) (6, 9) (7, 12)

Lower
incentives

A (7, 12)
B (7, 12) (6, 9) (11, 17) (9, 16)

T2. Information is not individually valuable

Higher
incentives

A (11, 17)
B (11, 17) (6, 9) (7, 12) (9, 16)

Lower
incentives

A (6, 9)
B (6, 9) (11, 17) (9, 16) (7, 12)

Each cell shows
(
fL(θi), f

H(θi)
)
for every treatment of individually valuable

information (T1 or T2), a given incentive level to choosing C (Higher or
Lower), by type (θi in {A,B}), and across rounds.

4.1.1 Willingness to vote for information elicitation

In the first round, when the computer players are known to be of type A just like the subject,

we elicit the subject’s willingness to vote for information in a choice-list task, where the subject

could choose between acquiring information to learn the state at a varying cost c ∈ {−0.5, . . . , 2.3}
or not to acquire information at a zero cost. Thus, each subject reported whether she prefers to

learn the state for each information cost (11 possible values). We use this information to recover

the subject’s willingness to vote for information. To mitigate concerns about hypothetical bias, we

randomly chose one of these possible values and implemented the subject’s information acquisition

decision. By design, the problem the subject faced in this first round is equivalent to an individual

problem. Hence, the maximum value of the information cost at which the subject i is willing to

vote for information is equal to the subject’s upper bound of her willingness to pay for information,

vi.
7

In the subsequent rounds, in the voting for information stage, we asked each subject if she

wanted to vote for information at a cost vi, i.e., we recovered whether her new willingness to vote

for information was larger or smaller than her willingness to pay for information individually. We

keep track of each subject’s answer per round as well as of variables indicating whether payoff

functions imply that there is ex-ante and ex-post disagreement in the group.

7Table B.1, in the Online Appendix B.1, shows treatment specific values used for the cost of information in the
choice-list task, which were calibrated based on risk aversion structural estimates found by Becerra & Guerra (2021).
Table B.2 depicts the upper bound of the willingness to pay for information associated with every value at which a
subject might switch from choosing to acquire information to not acquiring information.
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4.1.2 Additional details

We conducted a total of 7 sessions. In each session, we randomly allocated subjects to T1 where

information is individually valuable (80 observations) or T2 where it is not individually valuable

(79 observations). Subjects were also randomly given either higher or lower incentives to choosing

C.

Earnings were calculated in terms of ET and exchanged into Colombian pesos at a rate of 1 ET

to COP 1, 000. The total payment to each subject equaled her earnings from one randomly chosen

round, plus a 2.5USD show-up fee. The average payment was approximately 5.4USD, equivalent to

7.5% of the subjects’ average weekly expenses.8 Payments were transferred to subjects’ electronic

money or bank accounts.

4.2 Experimental Findings

In the experiment, we observe a dummy variable y (θi) that is equal to 1 if and only if the subject

with type θi is willing to vote for information, in which case, subject i’s willingness to vote for

information is larger or equal to her willingness to pay for information when deciding individually.

From Proposition 1, we should have that

y (θi) = 1

{
δ̂ (θi) γ̂ (θi) ≥

∑
ω∈Ω

δω (θi) γ
ω (θi)

}
.

We also observe whenever there is ex-ante disagreement, γ̂ (θi) , and ex-post disagreement under

state ω, γω (θi). Our hypothesis is that δ̂ (θi) > 0 for all θi and each δω (θi) < 0 for all θi. We

therefore want to regress the binary votes for information on ex-ante and ex-post disagreement to

estimate δ̂ (θi) and δω (θi).

Given the structure of our experiment, we estimate a linear probability model with dependent

variable yi,r that is equal to 1 if subject i votes for the information acquisition in round r, and

zero otherwise.9 The set of main treatment variables includes indicator variables on whether in

round r subject i faces ex-ante disagreement (Ex-antei,r), ex-post disagreement under state ω = L

(Ex-postLi,r), and ex-post disagreement under state ω = H (Ex-postHi,r). Additionally, we include

subject i’s upper bound of her willingness to pay for the information (vi), which captures the

subject’s preferences and accounts for the incentive level to choosing C treatments. In all estimation

specifications, we account for learning by controlling for the round the subject faced during the

session (r). In the most comprehensive specification, we either control for observable characteristics

(zi) – namely gender, socio-economic stratum (from 1 to 6), whether majoring in economics or

business, semester, self-reported willingness to take risk, subject’s guess from a beauty contest

question as a proxy for rationality, and a constant – or subject fixed effects when we exploit

the within-subjects treatment design. We cluster robust standard errors at the subject level and

8See descriptive statistics in Table A.1 in Appendix A.3.
9In the Online Appendix B.2 we report the estimated average marginal effects from a logit model.
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separately estimate Equation 1 for T1 when information is individually valuable, and T2, when

information is not individually valuable.

yi,r = δEx-antei,r + δLEx-postLi,r + δHEx-postHi,r + β′zi + r + vi + ϵi,r (1)

4.2.1 Main results

We report the estimation results from Equation 1 in Table 2. In the first two columns, we use

the sample from treatment T1, where information is individually valuable; in columns (3) to (4),

we restrict the analysis to the sample of treatment T2, where information is not individually

valuable. For each individually valuable information treatment, the first column controls for round,

the subject’s upper bound of her willingness to pay for information, and the full set of observable

characteristics. The second column incorporates individual fixed effects to control for unobserved

characteristics. In this last specification, we fully exploit our within-subjects experimental design.

Table 2: Linear estimation of individual vote to acquire information

(1) (2) (3) (4)

T1, Information is
individually valuable

T2, Information is not
individually valuable

Ex-ante Disagreement 0.422*** 0.422*** -0.060 -0.058
(0.105) (0.118) (0.072) (0.081)

Ex-post L Disagreement -0.160*** -0.160** 0.005 -0.043
(0.059) (0.066) (0.068) (0.080)

Ex-post H Disagreement -0.202*** -0.202*** -0.113 -0.070
(0.055) (0.062) (0.069) (0.075)

Constant 1.368*** 1.332*** 1.121*** 1.146***
(0.178) (0.071) (0.161) (0.053)

Round Yes Yes Yes Yes
vi Yes No Yes No
Controls† Yes No Yes No
Ind Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes

Observations/Clusters 320/80 316/79
R-squared 0.317 0.521 0.274 0.506

Notes: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Robust standard errors clustered at the subject level in parentheses. Coefficients

come from an ordinary least squares regression. Columns (1) to (2) use the sample from T1 Individually valuable information

treatment, while columns (3) to (4) restrict the sample to T2 Not individually valuable information treatment. Dependent

variable is 1 if a subject voted for information. We include indicator variables on whether subject faces Ex-ante disagreement,

Ex-post disagreement under state ω = L, and Ex-post disagreement under state ω = H. Round is a linear round trend. vi is

subject i’s upper bound of her willingness to pay for information. †Controls include whether subject is female, socio-economic

stratum (from 1 to 6), whether majoring in economics or business, semester, self-reported willingness to take risk, subject’s

guess from a beauty contest question as proxy for rationality, and a constant.

The estimated coefficients in Table 2 suggest that whenever the information is individually

valuable (columns (1) and (2)), subjects are more willing to vote for information acquisition when
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there is more ex-ante disagreement (i.e., δ̂ > 0) and less ex-post disagreement in either state of the

world (i.e., δ̂L, δ̂H < 0). These effects hold even after controlling for individual fixed effects, which

suggests that after accounting for unobserved individual characteristic, the average subject is 42pp

more willing to vote to acquire information when she faces ex-ante disagreement than when there is

no disagreement. Additionally, when there is ex-post disagreement, subjects are between 16pp and

20pp less likely to vote for information acquisition. These results are in line with the equilibrium

prediction of our model.

However, if the information is not individually valuable (columns (3) and (4)), the results do not

support our theoretical channel, as no source of disagreement is relevant in explaining the observed

voting behavior. Our experimental results suggest the treatment where information is individually

valuable is less prone to strategic naivety and triggers the sort of strategic behavior the theory

discusses.

4.2.2 Deviations from Theory

Apart from the theoretical mechanism we propose in our model, there are several confounding

channels affecting the observed behavior in the experiment.

Altruistic preferences. First, subjects might have other-regarding preferences (Cooper & Kagel

2013). This would mean that if groups are composed of human subjects, they would tend to

condition their voting behavior to the payoffs other group members might receive. Since our

model assumes selfish preferences, we have to shut this potential confounding channel out in the

experimental design. Therefore, in the experiment we restrict other group members to computers

in order to alleviate concerns that deviations from theory might come from social preferences.

Strategic uncertainty. Second, our theoretical model involves a collective decision-making set-

ting where agents are required to make difficult inferences about the preferences and voting decisions

of other group members. To account for the possible effects of subjects’ strategic uncertainty in

the experiment, we provide subjects with information about computer members’ voting strategies.

This allows subjects to know exactly the computer’s behavior for each type, with and without

information. As shown by Hanaki, Jacquemet, Luchini & Zylbersztejn (2016), by making the be-

havior of the computers perfectly predictable, we reduce strategic uncertainty to the point that, in

our setup, it is unlikely that it explains the observed effect of ex-ante and ex-post disagreement on

voting.

Cognitive limitations. Another potential confounding channel is subjects’ cognitive limitations

(see Camerer, Ho & Chong 2004). To determine which subjects are consistent decision-makers

(CDM), we exploit information from the willingness to pay for the information task in the first

round. First, as information costs are increasing, CDM must switch at most once from acquiring

information to not acquiring information in the choice-list task. Additionally, whenever information
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is individually valuable (as it is in T1), CDM’s inferred willingness to pay for information must be

positive, i.e., vi ≥ 0; on the other hand, when information is not individually valuable (as it is in

T2) CDM elicited willingness to pay for information should be close to zero, i.e., vi ∈ [−0.1, 0.1].10

In Table 3 columns (1) and (3), we restrict our sample to only consistent decision-makers, while

columns (2) and (4) restrict it to inconsistent decision-makers. We note that our model is relatively

better at explaining the behavior of subjects with greater strategic competence (columns (1) and

(3)) than of non-CDM (columns (2) and (4)). For CDM, the estimated coefficients
(
δ̂, δ̂L, δ̂H

)
have

the predicted signs in both T1 and T2, although not always significantly different than zero when

information is not individually valuable.

External Validity. We expect the model to fit the observed behavior best when subjects are more

similar to members of real-life decision-making bodies. From the experimental end-line question-

naire, we gather the number of decision-making bodies (in high school, university student councils,

or other decision boards) in which the subject participated. In Table 4, apart from distinguishing

between T1 and T2 treatments, we split the sample between subjects with experience in decision-

making bodies (columns (1) and (3)) and those with no experience whatsoever (columns (2) and

(4)), and estimate equation 1 for both samples.

The estimated coefficients confirm that our theoretical channel is good at explaining the behavior

of subjects facing the treatment where information is individually valuable, independently of the

experience in decision-making bodies (columns (1) and (2)). However, when subjects face the

treatment where information is not individually valuable, our results suggest that subjects with

more experience in actual collective decision-making are more likely to act in line with the model

(i.e., coefficients in column (3) present the expected signs) than subjects with no experience (column

(4)). These results speak to the model’s external validity and relevance when subjects resemble

members of real-life committees.

Overall, the model is better at explaining the behavior of subjects who have experience in

decision-making bodies, who are consistent-decision makers, and who face situations where infor-

mation is individually valuable.

5 Discussion

In the previous two sections, we have argued both theoretically and experimentally that the median

voter theorem does not apply to information acquisition; compared to what would have been

predicted by the median voter theorem, there might be overacquisition or underacquisition of

information depending on the levels of ex-ante and ex-post disagreement. In this section, we

discuss one of the main implications of the failure of the median voter theorem: that the group’s

decision might be inefficient.

If the median voter theorem was to hold, it would be as if there was a dictator (the median

10See Table B.2 for the distribution of vi in the willingness to vote for information task by treatment.
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Table 3: Linear estimation of individual vote to acquire information, by consistent decision-making
(CDM)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Information is

T1 individually valuable T2, not individually valuable

CDM‡ CDM‡

Yes No Yes No

Ex-ante Disagreement 0.449*** 0.156 0.063 -0.098
(0.114) (0.253) (0.164) (0.079)

Ex-post L Disagreement -0.176*** -0.094 -0.108 0.043
(0.063) (0.176) (0.146) (0.080)

Ex-post H Disagreement -0.250*** 0.094 -0.282* -0.062
(0.058) (0.139) (0.160) (0.075)

Constant 1.346*** 1.219*** 1.147*** 1.148***
(0.055) (0.105) (0.037) (0.033)

Round Yes Yes Yes Yes
vi Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls† Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ind Fixed Effects No No No No

Observations/Clusters 272/68 48/12 76/19 240/60
R-squared 0.310 0.188 0.246 0.227

Notes: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Robust standard errors clustered at the subject level in parentheses. Coefficients

come from an ordinary least squares regression. Columns (1) to (2) use the sample from T1 Individually valuable information

treatment, while columns (3) to (4) restrict the sample to T2 Not individually valuable information treatment. Only consistent

decision makers (CDM) from the willingness to pay for information task in round 1 are included in columns (1) and (3) while

non-consistent decision makers are included in columns (2) and (4). ‡CDM in treatment T1 and T2 are subjects who switched

at most once from acquiring information to not acquiring information in the choice-list task, but in T1 they should have

vi ≥ 0 and in T2 they should have vi ≈ 0, i.e., vi ∈ [−0.1, 0.1]. Dependent variable is 1 if a subject voted for information.

We include indicator variables on whether subject faces Ex-ante disagreement, Ex-post disagreement under state ω = L, and

Ex-post disagreement under state ω = H. Round is a linear round trend. vi is subject i’s upper bound of her willingness to

pay for information. †Controls include whether subject is female, socio-economic stratum (from 1 to 6), whether majoring in

economics or business, semester, self-reported willingness to take risk, subject’s guess from a beauty contest question as proxy

for rationality, and a constant.

voter) making all of the decisions, which would ensure an efficient outcome because it would not

be possible to make the other agents better off without making the median voter worse off. Having

established that the median voter theorem does not hold, we begin by noting that the group’s

decisions will be efficient in the standard case discussed in the literature where there is complete

information over each agent’s type. Indeed, as discussed in Section 2, this result depends on

the “no preference order reversal” assumption; without it, examples could be built where groups

made inefficient decisions. The proof of Proposition 2 is left to Appendix A.1, but the intuition is

straightforward: a) if the agent with the median type i∗ knows she is the agent with the median

type, she will vote to acquire information as if she was deciding individually and b) the agents’
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Table 4: Linear estimation of individual vote to acquire information, by experience in decision-
making bodies (DMB)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Information is

T1 individually valuable T2, not individually valuable

Experience in DMB‡ Experience in DMB‡

Yes No Yes No

Ex-ante Disagreement 0.502*** 0.357** 0.059 -0.171*
(0.166) (0.136) (0.107) (0.096)

Ex-post L Disagreement -0.124 -0.190** -0.111 0.092
(0.084) (0.085) (0.095) (0.103)

Ex-post H Disagreement -0.218** -0.190** -0.083 -0.124
(0.086) (0.073) (0.090) (0.110)

Constant 1.360*** 1.310*** 1.121*** 1.171***
(0.078) (0.073) (0.038) (0.039)

Round Yes Yes Yes Yes
vi Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls† Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ind Fixed Effects No No No No

Observations/Clusters 152/38 168/42 156/39 160/40
R-squared 0.317 0.335 0.198 0.296

Notes: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Robust standard errors clustered at the subject level in parentheses. Coefficients

come from an ordinary least squares regression. Columns (1) to (2) use the sample from T1 Individually valuable information

treatment, while columns (3) to (4) restrict the sample to T2 Not individually valuable information treatment. ‡Subjects

with experience in decision-making bodies (such as high school or university student councils) are included in columns (1) and

(3), while subjects with no experience whatsoever in decision-making bodies are included in columns (2) and (4). Dependent

variable is 1 if a subject voted for information. We include indicator variables on whether subject faces Ex-ante disagreement,

Ex-post disagreement under state ω = L, and Ex-post disagreement under state ω = H. Round is a linear round trend. vi is

subject i’s upper bound of her willingness to pay for information. †Controls include whether subject is female, socio-economic

stratum (from 1 to 6), whether majoring in economics or business, semester, self-reported willingness to take risk, subject’s

guess from a beauty contest question as proxy for rationality, and a constant.

willingness to vote for information is monotone with their types (if, ex-ante, agent i∗ prefers S (C),

then the expected payoff of acquiring information is larger (smaller) for agents with larger types).

By combining a) and b), it follows that it is as if agent i∗ is the dictator, which is ex-post efficient.

Proposition 2 If vector θ ∈ [0, 1]N is public, then β (θ) = v (χ (θ)).

We note that, even though the equilibrium outcome is ex-post efficient when there is complete

information, there might still be overacquisition or underacquisition of information because α(θ)

need not be equal to v (χ (θ)) as the following example illustrates.

Example 2 Assume that ω ∈ {L,H}, that each state is equally likely and that fH (θi) = θi− 1
4 and

fL (θi) = θi− 3
4 . As can be seen in Figure 3, function v is not monotone. For example, if the agent
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with the median preference for C is type θi =
1
2 (i.e., if vector θ ∈ [0, 1]N is such that χ (θ) = 1

2), then

the group’s willingness to acquire information will be equal to the maximum individual willingness

to pay for information, in which case there would be overacquisition of information.

Things are much different if there is incomplete information, because the identity of the agent

with the median type is unknown. Indeed, in general, there are ex-post inefficiencies. To see why

that is consider a vector θ such that θi is equal for all i. In that case, ex-post efficiency would

require information to be acquired by the group if and only if v (θi) ≥ c, which would only happen

in equilibrium if v (θi) = q (θi). However, in general, q ̸= v, so inefficiencies are frequent. Below,

we provide two examples.

Example 2 (continued) Consider the previous example and assume that N = 3. In Figure 3,

we represent both v and q, which only intersect twice. A number of possible inefficiencies can be

identified. The most salient one is when every agent’s type θi <
1
4 . In that case, information is not

individually valuable for each agent, because every agent would prefer S in both states. Therefore, no

agent would be willing to pay any positive amount to acquire information individually. Nevertheless,

in the context of the group, they would all vote to acquire information even when it is costly (as

long as it is not too costly). They do this because they do not know who the agent with the median

preference for C is.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
θi

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

0.12

Figure 3: Functions v (in blue) and q (in yellow) of Example 2

Example 3 Continue to assume that N = 3 but now assume that ω ∈ {L,M,H} with the following

prior distribution: p (H) = p (M) = 1
8 and p (L) = 3

4 . Finally, assume that fH (θi) = θi, f
M (θi) =

θi − 1
2 , f

L (θi) = θi − 3
2 . Notice that there is only disagreement in state M ; in state H, everyone

agrees on C, in state L, everyone agrees on S, and ex-ante everyone agrees on S. Therefore, there

is no ex-ante disagreement; only some ex-post disagreement, so we should expect underacquisition

of information.

Functions v and q are represented in Figure 4. Notice that v is always positive, because each

agent would prefer different alternatives for different states. However, if θi < 1
10 , q is negative,
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which means that any agent with such a small type would vote against acquiring information even

when it is free. They would even pay for information not to be acquired, which is clearly an

inefficient outcome. This happens because of the fear that these agents have that the pivotal voter

ends up being some higher type who would choose C in state M .

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
θi

0.05

0.10

0.15

Figure 4: Functions v (in blue) and q (in yellow) of Example 3

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we argue that the median voter theorem does not apply to information acquisition

decisions made by groups that use majority rule. We have demonstrated theoretically that whether

groups acquire more or less information than what the median voter theorem predicts depends on

how the information being acquired affects ex-ante and ex-post disagreement. If the acquisition

of information reduces disagreement (i.e., if the ex-post disagreement is lower than the ex-ante

disagreement), then there should be overacquisition of information; if it increases disagreement,

we should observe the opposite. We also provide experimental evidence that corroborates our

theoretical results. We find that our model is better at explaining the behavior of subjects who

have experience in decision-making bodies, are consistent-decision makers, and face situations where

information is individually valuable. Lastly, we discuss the efficiency implications of the failure of

the median voter theorem and show that inefficiencies may arise even when preferences satisfy the

“no preference order reversal” property.

In Appendix A.2, we discuss briefly the natural extensions to the model considered. First, we

argue that ex-ante and ex-post disagreement will continue to be key determinants of overacquisi-

tion of information when the cost of acquiring information is type-dependent. This is important,

because it directly links our results to the literature on collective information acquisition through

experimentation (where the cost function of each agent is decreasing with the agent’s type) and

through delay (where the cost function is increasing). We also briefly discuss other voting rules that

are frequently mentioned in the literature (like supermajorities) and find that ex-ante and ex-post

disagreement continue to be key in determining the group’s level of overacquisition of information.
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A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. Recall that the median type χ (θ) determines the decision over C and S; specifically, if

information is acquired, C is choosen if and only if χ (θ) ≥ τω for each ω ∈ Ω, while if information

is not acquired, C is chosen if and only if χ (θ) ≥ τ̂ . As a result, it follows that the agent with

the median type votes to acquire information if and only if v (χ (θ)) ≥ c, i.e., q (χ (θ)) = v (χ (θ)).

Moreover, under complete information,

q (θi) =
∑
ω∈Ω

p (ω) fω (θi) y
ω,

where

yω =


1 if τ̂ > χ (θ) ≥ τω

−1 if τω > χ (θ) ≥ τ̂

0 otherwise

for all ω ∈ Ω. Because each fω is increasing, it follows that q is increasing if χ (θ) < τ̂ and

decreasing if χ (θ) ≥ τ̂ . Either way, it is monotone, which implies that

median (q (θ1) , ..., q (θN )) = q (χ (θ)) .

A.2 Theoretical Extensions

A.2.1 Non constant costs and collective experimentation

In the related literature section, we have discussed a number of papers that have studied collective

information acquisition with majority rule that differed in how groups acquired information. In

particular, there is a large literature that has studied collective experimentation as a way to acquire

information (Strulovici 2010, and the ensuing literature) and also a literature that views the cost of

information as the cost of delaying the implementation of some project (Chan et al. 2018, and related

papers). Even though our model of information acquisition is different, a more direct comparison

can be established between these papers and ours by allowing our cost of acquiring information

c ∈ R to be type-dependent, i.e., c should now be interpreted as a function c : [0, 1] → R. This allows
for a direct comparison with two-period experimentation models by assuming that c is decreasing

and with two-period delay models by assuming that c is increasing.11 We find that our theoretical

results extend to both of these cases.

11In a simple two-period experimentation model, agents collectively choose between the safe option S and some
risky option C in both periods. Crucially, information is only acquired if C is chosen in the first period, so that
the cost of experimenting for each agent can be interpreted as the cost of foregoing option S in the first period and
selecting C instead. This cost is decreasing with each agent’s type θi, because agents with larger types value C more
than agents with lower types in any state of the world.
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Our results on overacquisition and underacquisition of information stay largely unchanged for

any cost function, because

q (θi)− c (θi) ≥ v (θi)− c (θi) ⇔ q (θi) ≥ v (θi) ,

so that the shape of c does not influence whether each agent is more or less willing to vote for

information as she is to pay for information individually. Therefore, corollaries 1 and 2 still hold

for any cost function c. As for corollary 3, it needs to be restated for it to hold. In particular,

one must assume that for any i, agent i has the median v (θi) + c (θi) if and only if agent i has the

median q (θi) + c (θi). Then, it is still possible to write

E (µ) =

1∫
0

ρ (θi)

(
δ̂ (θi) γ̂ (θi)−

∑
ω∈Ω

δω (θi) γ
ω (θi)

)
dθi,

where ρ (θi) is now interpreted as the probability that an agent with type θi has the median

v (θi) + c (θi).

A.2.2 Other voting rules

In the literature, there is some discussion over how other majority rules that require a bigger

consensus for information acquisition and implementation of policy C affect collective information

acquisition. In our model, if a proportion π ∈ [0, 1] of votes is required for information to be

acquired and for policy C to be implemented, the pivotal voter when deciding over C and S would

be the agent whose type was at the (1− π)-th percentile. If one re-defines χ (θ) to denote that

agent’s type all our results follow through. Specifically, more ex-ante disagreement and less ex-post

disagreement leads to overacquisition of information just like with the simple majority rule. The

only difference is how this disagreement is measured: with majority rule, each agent measures her

disagreement by comparing her preferences with that of the median voter, while, with a π-rule,

disagreement is measured with respect to the agent on the (1− π)-th percentile. Therefore, whether

ex-post disagreement increases or decreases with π depends on how π affects these two types of

disagreement.

As for models of delay, agents collectively choose whether to implement some risky action C but have the option to
gather information prior to that irreversible decision. Therefore, the cost of acquiring information in a delay model
is sticking with the status quo S instead of selecting the risky option C initially until more information has been
acquired. This means that the cost of acquiring information is increasing with agent’s type θi; those who value C are
less eager to wait for information to arrive.
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A.3 Additional tables

Table A.1: Descriptive Statistics

Mean Sd
Valuable Information Treatment p-value:

T1, Individually T2, Not Individually H0 : T1 = T2

Female 0.50 0.50 0.59 0.42 0.03
Semester 6.35 2.90 6.60 6.10 0.28
Econ/Business 0.13 0.34 0.16 0.10 0.26
SES stratum 3.57 1.21 3.69 3.46 0.23
Weekly expenses USD 72.16 97.81 67.42 77.08 0.74
Beauty Contest 37.96 21.61 35.35 40.59 0.13
WT risk 6.33 1.82 6.41 6.25 0.58

Observations 159 80 79

Notes: Female is dummy indicating if subject is female participant, Semester is subject’s academic term currently in,

Econ/Business is 1 if subject is studying Economics or Business Administration, Socioeconomic status (SES) stratum is 1

for poorest and 6 for richest households, Beauty contest is subject’s guess from a beauty contest question as proxy for ratio-

nality, WT risk is self reported willingness to take risk 1 “not at all willing” 10 “Always willing”. Treatment refers to how

individually valuable information is to subjects; in T1 information is individually valuable, in T2 information is not individually

valuable.
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B Online Appendix

B.1 Willingness to vote for information acquisition

• In the practice round and the first round.

We elicit the subject’s willingness to pay for information. Specifically, the subject face the

WTP task shown in Table B.1, with rows that are treatment specific, as follows.

Table B.1: WTP task in practice and first rounds by treatment
Alternative 1. To learn the state Alternative 2. Not to learn the state

Situación T1 T2 T1-T2 Your choice

1 You pay 0 PE You get 0.5 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
2 You pay 0.1 PE You get 0.1 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
3 You pay 0.2 PE You pay 0 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
4 You pay 0.3 PE You pay 0.1 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
5 You pay 0.4 PE You pay 0.2 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
6 You pay 0.5 PE You pay 0.3 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
7 You pay 0.8 PE You pay 0.4 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
8 You pay 1 PE You pay 0.5 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
9 You pay 1.3 PE You pay 0.8 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
10 You pay 1.8 PE You pay 1 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2
11 You pay 2.3 PE You pay 1.3 PE You pay 0 PE □ Alternative 1 □ Alternative 2

From the first row at which the subject changes from acquiring information (Alternative 1)

to not acquiring information (Alternative 2) in the previous table, we can infer the upper

bound of the subject’s WTP for information (vi). The following Table B.2 summarizes this

for each row of the previous table,

Table B.2: Upper bound of WTP for information (vi) by row of first change from Acquiring
information to Not Acquiring information and experimentally observed density

First Situation where: T1 T2

Not acquiring ≻ Acquiring info vi Density vi Density

1 0 PE 0.15 -0.5 PE 0.279
2 0.1 PE 0.125 -0.1 PE 0.038
3 0.2 PE 0.050 0 PE 0.038
4 0.3 PE 0.088 0.1 PE 0.215
5 0.4 PE 0.025 0.2 PE 0.013
6 0.5 PE 0.113 0.3 PE 0.051
7 0.8 PE 0.175 0.4 PE 0.051
8 1 PE 0.025 0.5 PE 0.051
9 1.3 PE 0.125 0.8 PE 0.089
10 1.8 PE 0.025 1 PE 0.013
11 2.3 PE 0.013 1.3 PE 0.038

Never 2.8 PE 0.088 1.6PE 0.127

• For the other rounds.

Taking vi we recovered in the first round, in the subsequent rounds we simply asked the

subject whether she was willing to vote for acquiring information at cost vi, while reminding

her about their C and S payoffs, together with the possible payffs of the other two computer

members.
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B.2 Marginal effects from Logit specification

Table B.3: Average marginal effects from logit estimation of individual vote to acquire infromation

(1) (2)

T1 T2

Ex-ante Disagreement 0.378*** -0.299***
(0.023) (0.024)

Ex-post L Disagreement -0.347*** -0.293***
(0.022) (0.032)

Ex-post H Disagreement -0.366*** -0.345***
(0.021) (0.030)

Round Yes Yes
vi Yes Yes
Controls† Yes Yes
Ind Fixed Effects No No

Observations 320 316

Notes: Table reports average marginal effects from logit specification. Wild bootstrap standard errors (clustered by participant)

in brackets. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01. Column (1) uses the sample from T1 Individually valuable information treatment,

while column (2) restricts the sample to T2 Not individually valuable information treatment. Dependent variable is 1 if a subject

voted for information. We include indicator variables on whether subject faces Ex-ante disagreement, Ex-post disagreement

under state ω = L, and Ex-post disagreement under state ω = H. Round is a linear round trend. vi is subject i’s upper

bound of her willingness to pay for information. †Controls include whether subject is female, socio-economic stratum (from 1

to 6), whether majoring in economics or business, semester, self-reported willingness to take risk, subject’s guess from a beauty

contest question as proxy for rationality, and a constant.
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Instrucciones (Introducción) 
 
Bienvenidos. Muchas gracias por participar en este experimento de decisión grupal. 

Si tiene alguna pregunta sobre el experimento, escríbala a través de la sección P&R 

(Preguntas y Respuestas) y uno de nosotros se encargará de responderle. Usted no 

podrá activar su micrófono ni cámara durante todo el experimento.  

Toda la información que usted nos proporcione en este experimento será utilizada con 

fines estrictamente académicos asociados a esta investigación y no será revelada a 

nadie. Tanto sus decisiones como sus ganancias serán confidenciales. Ningún 

participante podrá asociar su identidad con las acciones que usted tomó, ni con el 

dinero que recibirá al final de la sesión.  

Sólo por su participación hasta el final de este experimento usted podrá, dependiendo 

de sus decisiones y las decisiones de los otros participantes, ganar más dinero 

además de su dotación inicial de $10.000 pesos por participar. Para recibir su pago, 

usted deberá llenar un recibo virtual al final de la actividad. Debido a lo anterior, le 

recomendamos tener a la mano los datos de su cuenta bancaria o credenciales para 

Daviplata o Nequi donde usted sea el titular. Si usted no es mayor de edad, no tiene 

una cédula en físico o no aparece como mayor de edad en los registros de la 

universidad, no podrá participar y no podremos procesar su pago. 

Por favor ingrese al siguiente link que le compartiremos en el chat de la sesión virtual. 

Para garantizar que la página del experimento se muestra correctamente, le 

recomendamos el uso de Google Chrome para abrir este link. 

[Compartir	link	en	chat	de	sesión	virtual]	

Dicho link abrirá una página de internet en la cual tendrán que ingresar una etiqueta 

o código.  

La etiqueta que cada uno debe ingresar corresponde al usuario de su correo 

universitario, antes del @, en minúsculas y omitiendo cualquier puntuación. Por 

ejemplo, si su usuario es nn.apellido-10 la etiqueta que usted debe ingresar es el 

código:  nnapellido10  

Una vez haya ingresado esta etiqueta y la haya enviado, espere a las siguientes 

instrucciones.  

B.3 Experimental Instructions in Spanish
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Introducción al experimento 

Si lee atentamente las instrucciones a continuación, usted podrá, dependiendo de sus 

decisiones y las decisiones de los otros participantes, ganar más dinero además de su 

dotación inicial de $10.000 pesos por participar. Cualquier pregunta por favor diríjala 

a nosotros levantando la mano de la plataforma virtual o escribiendo en el chat de 

Preguntas y Respuestas (Q&A). 

La comunicación con otros participantes está absolutamente prohibida durante 

el experimento. La violación de esta regla automáticamente lo excluye tanto del 
experimento como de sus pagos.  

No hablaremos de pesos, sino de Puntos Experimentales (PE) durante el experimento. 

El número total de PE obtenidos durante el experimento, serán convertidos al final a 
pesos colombianos a la siguiente tasa:  

1 PE= 1.000 pesos 

Este es un experimento sobre decisiones grupales.  

Usted tomará decisiones por varias rondas. Garantizaremos completa confidencialidad 
de su identidad y de sus acciones. 

Sus pagos en este experimento se definirán al final de la actividad con base en el 

resultado de sus decisiones, las decisiones de otros participantes, y el azar. Solo una de 

las rondas, que será escogida al azar, contará para sus pagos finales. Todas las ganancias 

serán pagadas confidencialmente, ningún participante sabrá cuánto ganó usted en el 

experimento. 

Si usted no desea participar en el experimento, puede retirarse ahora. Si desea 
participar, por favor lea y firme (con su nombre) el Consentimiento Informado. 

 

  

Botón continuar 
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Consentimiento Informado 

 

Estimado participante,  

Usted ha sido invitado a participar en un estudio sobre la toma de decisiones. Al final del ejercicio, 

usted ganará una cantidad de dinero dependiendo de las decisiones durante el ejercicio, el azar, y 

un monto fijo por el solo hecho de haber participado. Cuando la actividad termine usted deberá 

contestar algunas preguntas acerca del ejercicio en el que participó hoy y una encuesta 

sociodemográfica. La información que usted recopilemos sobre sus decisiones, sus ganancias y las 

respuestas en la encuesta será confidencial y será utilizada para fines de esta investigación 

manteniendo total confidencialidad.  

Metodología: le presentaremos, a través de su computador y de manera virtual, las instrucciones 

sobre cómo sus decisiones se traducen en ganancias monetarias durante el juego. A lo largo de la 

actividad recibirá información sobre cómo responder cada etapa. Al final de la actividad encontrará 

un cuestionario. Mantendremos la confidencialidad de sus respuestas y en ningún momento 

haremos un uso individual de ellas.  

Riesgos del estudio: no existe ningún riesgo para usted por participar en este estudio.  

Su participación en esta actividad es totalmente voluntaria: esto significa que usted puede 

retirarse en cualquier momento.  

La cantidad de dinero que usted gane al final de la actividad estará compuesta por un monto que le 

daremos por el solo hecho de participar hasta el final, más un monto adicional que dependerá de 

sus decisiones. Dicho monto será procesado para pago después de la actividad y se reflejará en la 

cuenta que usted seleccione en máximo cinco días hábiles. Si usted quiere una copia de este 

consentimiento informado, por favor, pregúntenos por ella. 

Beneficios económicos de participar: sólo por su participación hasta el final de este experimento 

(que tendrá una duración máxima de una hora) usted recibirá una compensación monetaria que 

puede estar entre 10.000 y 30.000 COP. 

Preguntas: si usted tiene alguna duda adicional sobre este estudio, puede comunicarse con el 

investigador principal José Alberto Guerra ja.guerra@uniandes.edu.co. Si usted tiene preguntas 

sobre sus derechos como participante en estudios de investigación, puede comunicarse con el 

Comité de Ética de la Facultad de Economía de Universidad de Los Andes al teléfono +57 1-3394949 

y pida que lo comuniquen con la secretaría del Comité de Ética de la Facultad de Economía o al 

correo electrónico econetica@uniandes.edu.co.  

Por favor firme (con su nombre completo) en la siguiente hoja si autoriza su participación. 

 

 

Continuar 
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Instrucciones: Generales 

 

En cada ronda, Usted tomará decisiones grupalmente. Para ello, usted será asignado 

aleatoriamente en cada ronda a un grupo compuesto por tres (3) integrantes.  

Los otros dos integrantes serán computadores, que llamaremos participantes 

computadores.  

Solo una de las rondas será elegida aleatoriamente al final de la actividad, y sus pagos de la 

actividad serán determinados por sus decisiones y las decisiones de los otros integrantes de 

su grupo en esa ronda. 

 

  

Continuar 
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Instrucciones: Decisiones a través de las rondas 

 

En cada ronda, todos los integrantes del grupo deberán votar entre dos Opciones: Opción 

X u Opción Y. La Opción que el grupo elija determinará su pago y el pago de los participantes 

computadores en el experimento. 

La decisión del grupo sobre las Opciones se definirá con base en la regla de mayoría. Como 

los grupos están conformados por tres integrantes:  

- Si al menos dos de ellos votan a favor de la Opción X, y el restante a favor de la 

Opción Y, la Opción X será la que determine los pagos para TODOS los integrantes 

del grupo.  

- En cambio, si al menos dos de ellos votan a favor de la Opción Y, y el restante a favor 

de la Opción X, la Opción Y será la que determine los pagos para TODOS los 

integrantes del grupo. 

Los pagos de las Opciones dependen de un Escenario Relevante que es seleccionado al azar 

en cada ronda. El Escenario Relevante para los pagos será común para todos los integrantes 

del grupo. El Escenario Relevante puede ser Alto o Bajo con igual probabilidad, esto es igual 

al 50%, lo que es equivalente a lanzar una moneda en cada ronda. Ninguno de los 

integrantes, ni siquiera los participantes computadores, saben cuál es el Escenario 

Relevante.  

Sin embargo, en cada ronda usted podrá pagar un monto en PE para que todos los 

integrantes de su grupo, incluidos los participantes computadores, conozcan el Escenario 

Relevante antes de votar sobre la Opción X u la Opción Y. Que el Escenario Relevante se 

conozca antes de la votación sobre las Opciones dependerá únicamente de su decisión 

sobre si pagar por conocer el Escenario Relevante. Este pago, si decide asumirlo, se le 

descontará de sus pagos finales de la actividad. 

 

  

Continuar 
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Instrucciones: Pagos de las Opciones 

 

En cada ronda, le mostraremos en su pantalla sus pagos y cuáles podrían ser los pagos de 

los participantes computadores 

 

 

  

En particular, los pagos de las Opciones son 

 Opción X: Si el Grupo elige esta opción, los pagos de cada integrante serán de 10 PE 

sin importar el Escenario Relevante (Alto o Bajo). Es decir, independientemente de 

si el Escenario Relevante es Alto o Bajo, si la mayoría del Grupo vota a favor de la 

Opción X, el pago será de 10 PE. 

 Opción Y: Si el Grupo elige esta opción, los pagos de todos los integrantes 

dependerán del Escenario Relevante que escoja el azar (Alto o Bajo). En particular, 

sus pagos asociados a esta opción siempre serán los mismo a través de las rondas, 
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pero los pagos de los participantes computadores cambiarán a través de las rondas. 

Los pagos asociados a esta Opción varían entre 6 PE y 17 PE. 
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Instrucciones: Comportamiento participantes computadores 

 

Los participantes computadores tienen una regla de comportamiento sencilla para votar a 

favor de la Opción X o la Opción Y: Los participantes computadores se comportarán de 

manera que siempre buscan obtener el mayor pago posible para ellos. Es decir, 

- Si usted pagó porque su grupo conociera el Escenario Relevante, los participantes 

computadores lo conocerán y votan a favor de la opción que les da el mayor pago 

dado el Escenario Relevante. Es decir, votan a favor de la Opción Y si el pago con 

esta opción en el Escenario Relevante es mayor a 10 PE, de lo contrario votan a 

favor de la Opción X. 

- Si usted NO pagó porque su grupo conociera el Escenario Relevante, los 

participantes computadores no lo conocerán y votan a favor de la opción que les da 

el mayor promedio de los pagos entre el Escenario Alto y el Escenario Bajo. Es decir, 

votan a favor de la Opción Y si el promedio de los pagos que obtendrían con esta 

opción entre el Escenario Alto y el Escenario Bajo es mayor a 10 PE, de lo contrario 

votan a favor de la Opción X. 
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Resumen de las instrucciones 

 

En cada ronda 

- Usted será asignado a un grupo compuesto por otros dos participantes 

computadores.  

- El objetivo de su grupo es elegir, mediante la regla de la mayoría, una de dos 

Opciones: Opción X u Opción Y. 

o Recuerde que Los participantes computadores votan sobre las Opciones de 

tal manera que siempre buscan obtener el mayor pago posible para ellos. 

- Se seleccionará al azar un Escenario relevante que determinará los pagos si su grupo 

se elige la Opción Y. El Escenario relevante puede ser Alto o Bajo con igual 

probabilidad. Ninguno de los integrantes conoce cuál es el Escenario relevante 

- Antes de la votación sobre Opción X u Opción Y, usted puede pagar un monto en PE 

para que su grupo conozca el Escenario Relevante antes de votar sobre la Opción X 

u la Opción Y.  

o Si usted pagó porque su grupo conociera el Escenario Relevante, todos los 

integrantes del grupo sabrán el Escenario Relevante antes de votar sobre las 

Opciones X o Y 

o Si usted NO pagó porque su grupo conociera el Escenario Relevante, ningún 

integrante del grupo sabrá el Escenario Relevante antes de votar sobre las 

Opciones X o Y. 
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Ahora, usted tomará decisiones en una Ronda de Práctica. La idea es que se familiarice 

con las pantallas en las que tomará sus decisiones. Una vez se acabe la Ronda de 

Práctica comenzarán las Rondas que cuentan para sus pagos de la actividad 
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[Ronda práctica][Ronda #] 

Pagos: 

En esta Ronda usted hace parte de un grupo compuesto por tres integrantes: Usted y 

otros dos participantes computadores.  

Sus pagos, según la Opción que elija su grupo y los Escenarios (Alto o Bajo), son 

Tabla de Sus pagos 
 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto   
Escenario Bajo   

 

Los pagos de cada participante computador en esta Ronda pueden provenir de las 

siguientes dos tablas con igual probabilidad, esto es igual al 50%, lo que es equivalente a 

lanzar una moneda. 

 

 

 

 

 

- Recuerde que Los participantes computadores votan sobre las Opciones de tal 

manera que siempre buscan obtener el mayor pago posible para ellos. Es decir 

o Si conocen el Escenario Relevante, votan a favor de la Opción Y si el pago en 

esta opción en el Escenario Relevante es mayor a 10 PE, de lo contrario votan 

a favor de la Opción X. 

o Si NO conocen el Escenario Relevante, votan a favor de la Opción Y si el 

Promedio de los pagos en esta opción entre Escenario Alto y Bajo es mayor 

a 10 PE, de lo contrario votan a favor de la Opción X. 

 

  

Tabla 1 pagos participantes 
computadores 

 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto    
Escenario Bajo   

Promedio entre Alto y Bajo  

Tabla 2 pagos participantes 
computadores 

 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto   
Escenario Bajo   

Promedio entre Alto y Bajo  

Continuar 
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[Ronda práctica][Ronda 1] 

Instrucción sobre Conocer o No el Escenario Relevante 

 

Ahora, queremos saber si usted quiere que los integrantes de su grupo en esta Ronda 

conozcan el Escenario Relevante para los pagos antes de Votar sobre las Opción X o la 
Opción Y. 

La decisión sobre sobre si conocer el Escenario Relevante depende SOLAMENTE de 
usted.  

A continuación le daremos dos Alternativas a escoger: 

 Alternativa 1: Que mi grupo conozca el Escenario Relevante 

 Alternativa 2: Que mi grupo no conozca el Escenario Relevante 

En la siguiente pantalla le pediremos entonces que llene una tabla de decisión como la 

que se muestra en la imagen de abajo (esta imagen es un ejemplo y solo podrá tomar su 

decisión en la próxima pantalla, cuando termine de leer estas instrucciones). En esa 

tabla, cada situación (fila en la tabla) le ofrece a usted la escogencia entre la "Alternativa 

1" o la "Alternativa 2”. El precio por escoger la Alternativa 1 va cambiando a través de 

las filas mientras que el de la Alternativa 2 no. Es importante notar lo siguiente 

1. El precio de la Alternativa 1 "Que mi grupo conozca el Escenario Relevante" 

va creciendo de una situación (fila) a la siguiente. Si usted escoge la Alternativa 

1, ese precio le será descontado de sus pagos. 

2. El precio de la Alternativa 2 "Que mi grupo no conozca el Escenario 

Relevante" es idéntico en todas las situaciones (fila) y es cero (0). Si usted 

escoge la Alternativa 2, no se le descontará nada de sus pagos. 
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Imagen del Pantallazo que usted verá en la siguiente pantalla

 

 

Una vez usted haya tomado sus decisiones en todas las situaciones, se seleccionará 

aleatoriamente una de las 11 situaciones (un número entre el 1 y el 11). Si usted escogió 

la Alternativa 1, a usted se le cobrará el precio correspondiente a esa fila y TODOS en 

su grupo conocerán el Escenario Relevante. Si usted escogió la Alternativa 2, a usted 
no se le cobrará nada y NADIE en su grupo conocerá el Escenario Relevante. 

Note que a pesar de que usted tomará 11 decisiones, solo una de ellas determinará si 

su grupo conoce o no el Escenario Relevante antes de la votación sobre las opciones, 

pero usted no sabrá por adelantado cuál situación será seleccionada (todas son igual de 
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probables de ser elegidas). Por lo anterior, lo mejor que usted puede hacer es decirnos, 

en cada situación (en cada fila), cuál de las dos Alternativas usted realmente prefiere. 

Una forma de completar sus decisiones es determinar en qué fila (Situación) quisiera 

cambiarse de escoger la Alternativa 1 “Que mi grupo conozca el Escenario 

Relevante” a la Alternativa 2 “Que mi grupo NO conozca el Escenario Relevante”. 

Usted no necesariamente debe cambiarse; si lo desea, siempre puede elegir la 

Alternativa 1 en todas las situaciones, o bien escoger la Alternativa 2 en todas las 

situaciones desde la primera Situación. 

Existe una razón científica para proceder de esta forma. Ya que usted no puede influir 

sobre cuál situación es selecionada aleatoriamente, usted tiene un incentivo a revelar 

su preferencia verdadera  en cada situación. Una vez usted haya tomado su decisión, 

usted no podrá cambiarla. 

 

 

 

  

Continuar 
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[Ronda práctica][Ronda 1] 

Decisión sobre Conocer o No el Escenario Relevante: 

 

En esta Ronda usted hace parte de un grupo compuesto por tres integrantes: Usted y 

otros dos participantes computadores.  

Sus pagos, según la Opción que elija su grupo y los Escenarios (Alto o Bajo), son 

Tabla de Sus pagos 
 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto   
Escenario Bajo   

 

Los pagos de cada participante computador en esta ronda pueden provenir de las 

siguientes dos tablas con igual probabilidad. 

 

 

 

 

 

Por favor indique en cada fila (Situación) de la siguiente tabla, si en esta ronda escoge 

la Alternativa 1 “Que mi grupo conozca el Escenario Relevante” o se cambia a la 
Alternativa 2 “Que mi grupo NO conozca el Escenario Relevante”.  

Tabla 1 pagos participantes 
computadores 

 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto    
Escenario Bajo   

Promedio entre Alto y Bajo  

Tabla 2 pagos participantes 
computadores 

 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto   
Escenario Bajo   

Promedio entre Alto y Bajo  
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[Ronda r > 1] 

Instrucción sobre Conocer o No el Escenario Relevante 

 

Ahora, queremos saber si usted quiere que los integrantes de su grupo en esta Ronda 

conozcan el Escenario Relevante para los pagos antes de Votar sobre las Opción X o la 
Opción Y. 

La decisión sobre sobre si conocer el Escenario Relevante depende SOLAMENTE de 
usted. 

Si usted escoge la Alternativa 1: Que mi grupo conozca el Escenario Relevante,  

[le cuesta p (si WTP>0)] [le damos p (si WTP<0)] PE 

Si usted escoge la Alternativa 2: Que mi grupo no conozca el Escenario Relevante,  

Le cuesta 0 PE 

En la siguiente pantalla le pediremos entonces que nos diga cuál de las dos Alternativas 

escoge.  
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[Ronda r > 1] 

Decisión sobre Conocer o No el Escenario Relevante: 

 

En esta Ronda usted hace parte de un grupo compuesto por tres integrantes: Usted y 

otros dos participantes computadores.  

Sus pagos, según la Opción que elija su grupo y los Escenarios (Alto o Bajo), son 

Tabla de Sus pagos 
 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto   
Escenario Bajo   

 

Los pagos de cada participante computador en esta ronda pueden provenir de las 

siguientes dos tablas con igual probabilidad. 

 

 

 

 

 

Por favor indique en la siguiente tabla, si en esta ronda escoge la Alternativa 1 “Que mi 

grupo conozca el Escenario Relevante” o la Alternativa 2 “Que mi grupo NO conozca 
el Escenario Relevante”  

Alternativa 1: Conocer 
Escenario Relevante 

Alternativa 2: No conocer 
Escenario Relevante 

Su decisión 

Le cuesta [Le damos] p PE Le cuesta: 0 PE Alternativa 1    Alternativa 2 
Recuerde: Si usted escoge la Alternativa 1, a usted se le descontará el monto de esa decisión y TODOS en su grupo conocerán El Escenario Relevante 
para los pagos antes de la votación sobre las Opciones. En cambio, si usted escoge la Alternativa 2, a usted no se le descontará nada de esta decisión y 
NADIE en su grupo conocerá El Escenario Relevante para los pagos antes de la votación sobre las Opciones. 

 

 

 

 

  

Tabla 1 pagos participantes 
computadores 

 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto    
Escenario Bajo   

Promedio entre Alto y Bajo  

Tabla 2 pagos participantes 
computadores 

 Opción 
 X Y 
Escenario Alto   
Escenario Bajo   

Promedio entre Alto y Bajo  

Continuar 
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[Ronda práctica][Ronda 1] 

Resultado Escenario Relevante: 

 

Se escogió aleatoriamente la Situación [s]. Que corresponde a la siguiente fila de la 

tabla sobre si Conocer el Escenario Relavente 

[Mostrar las primeras 3 columnas de fila s] 

 

[Si Alternativa 1 "Conocer el Escenario Relevante "] 

Dado que usted escogió conocer el Escenario Relevante, Todos los integrantes de su 

grupo lo conocerán antes de votar por Opción X u Opción Y 

El Escenario Relevante en esta ronda es [ω_r] 

 

[Si, Alternativa 2 "No conocer el Escenario Relevante" ] 

Dado que usted escogió No conocer el Escenario Relevante, ninguno de los integrantes 
de su grupo lo conocerá antes de votar por Opción X u Opción Y 

 

 

A continuación usted deberá votar a favor de la Opción X o la Opción Y 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Continuar 
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 [Ronda r > 1] 

Resultado Escenario Relevante: 

 

 

[Si Alternativa 1 "Conocer el Escenario Relevante "] 

Dado que usted escogió conocer el Escenario Relevante, Todos los integrantes de su 

grupo lo conocerán antes de votar por Opción X u Opción Y 

El Escenario Relevante en esta ronda es [ω_r] 

 

[Si, Alternativa 2 "No conocer el Escenario Relevante" ] 

Dado que usted escogió No conocer el Escenario Relevante, ninguno de los integrante 

de su grupo lo conocerá antes de votar por Opción X u Opción Y 

 

 

A continuación usted deberá votar a favor de la Opción X o la Opción Y 
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[Ronda práctica][Ronda #] 

Votación sobre Opción X o Y 

 

[Si se Conoce el Escenario Relevante] 

Todos lo integrantes de su grupo conocen que el Escenario Relevante es [ω_r] 

 

Por favor indique en la siguiente tabla cuál es su voto entre la Opción X y la Opción Y  

Recuerde que la decisión sobre escoger entre la Opción X o Y depende de lo que la 

mayoría de su GRUPO decida 

 

Tabla de Sus pagos 
 Opción  
Escenario Relevante X Y Su Voto 
 [ω_r]   X       Y 

 

 

[Si No se Conoció el Escenario Relevante] 

Ningún integrante de su grupo conoce el Escenario Relevante 

 

Por favor indique en la siguiente tabla cuál es su voto entre la Opción X y la Opción Y  

Recuerde que la decisión sobre escoger entre la Opción X o Y depende de lo que la 

mayoría de su GRUPO decida 

 

Tabla de Sus pagos 
 Opción  
 X Y Su Voto 
Escenario Alto   

X       Y 
Escenario Bajo   

 

 
Continuar 
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[Ronda práctica][Ronda #] 

Retroalimentación sobre sus pagos 

 

En esta Ronda el Escenario Relevante fue [ω_r] 

 

Usted escogió  

[Si Alternativa 1 “Conocer el Escenario Relevante “] Conocer el Escenario Relevante, 

así que a sus pagos [le damos] [le descontamos] p PE 

[Si Alternativa 2 “No Conocer el Escenario Relevante “] No Conocer el Escenario 
Relevante 

 

Dado el Escenario Relevante, la composición, pagos y votación de su grupo sobre la 
Opciones fue la siguiente 

 

 Opción X Opción Y Voto 
Usted 10  [X/Y] 

Participante 
computador 1 

10  [X/Y] 

Participante 
computador 2 

10  [X/Y] 

Elección Grupal [X/Y] 
- 

 

 

 

 

Continuar 
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Introduction to the experiment 

 
By carefully reading the following instructions, you can -depending on the decisions that you 
and other participants make- earn money in addition to your initial endowment of 10.000 COP 
(Pesos colombianos). Please direct any question to us by raising your hand on the virtual 
platform or writing in the Questions and Answers (Q&A) chat. 
 
Communication with other participants is absolutely prohibited during this experiment. 
The violation of this rule automatically excludes you from both the experiment and the 
payments.  
 
During this experiment we will deal with Experimental Points (EP) rather than with pesos. The 
total amount of EP earned during this experiment will be converted to pesos colombianos using 
the following rate:  
 

1 EP = 1.000 pesos 
 

 
This is an experiment on group decisions. 
 
You will make decisions for several rounds. We will guarantee complete confidentiality of your 
identity and your actions.  
 
Your payments in this experiment will be defined at the end of the activity based on the outcome 
of your decisions, the decisions of other participants, and chance. Only one of the rounds, which 
will be chosen at random, will count towards your final payments. All earnings will be paid 
confidentially, no participant will know how much you earned in the experiment. 
 
If you do not wish to participate in the experiment, you can withdraw now. If you wish to 
participate, please read and sign (with your full name) the Informed Consent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B.4 Experimental Instructions in English
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Informed Consent 
 

Dear participant,  
 
You have been invited to participate in a decision-making study. At the end of this exercise, you 
will receive an amount of money depending on your decisions during the experiment and a 
participation fee just for your participation during the experiment. When the experiment is over 
you will have to answer some questions regarding the exercise in which you just participated and 
a sociodemographic survey. The information concerning your decisions, your earnings and 
the answers in the final survey will be confidential and will only be used for the purposes 
of this research keeping total confidentiality.  
 
Methodology: We will present you, through your computer and virtually, the instructions on 
how your decisions translate into monetary gains during the game. Throughout the activity you 
will receive information on how to answer each stage. At the end of the activity, you will find a 
questionnaire. We will keep your answers confidential, and we will not make any individual use 
of them. 
 
Risks of the study: There is no risk to you for participating in this study.   
 
Your participation in this exercise is entirely voluntary: this means that you can withdraw 
at any moment.  
 
The amount of money that you will earn at the end of the experiment will be composed by the 
participation fee that is given just for your participation until the end of the experiment, plus an 
extra amount of money that will depend on your decisions. Said amount will be processed for 
payment after the activity and will be reflected in the account you select in a maximum of five 
business days. If you wish to have a copy of this informed consent, please ask us for it.  
 
Economic benefits of participating: just for your participation until the end of this experiment 
(which will have a maximum duration of one hour), you will receive a monetary compensation 
that can be between 10,000 and 30,000 COP. 
 
Questions: If you have any additional questions about this study, you can contact the principal 
investigator José Alberto Guerra at ja.guerra@uniandes.edu.co.  If you have questions about 
your rights as a participant in research studies, you can communicate with the Ethical Committee 
of the Faculty of Economics at Universidad de Los Andes to the phone +57 1-3394949 and 
request to be communicated with the Faculty of Economics’ Ethical Committee Secretary or 
you can email econetica@uniandes.edu.co.  
 
Please sign (with your full name) in the following page if you authorize your participation.  
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Informed Consent 
 

Laboratory Experiments in Economics 
 

City: ___________________    Date. (dd/mm/yyyy): ____ - _____ - _________ 
 
Experiment Start Time: __: _____ (am or pm) 
 
 
I, __________________ declare that I understand the information given above and my rights 
and commitments during this exercise. I also understand that I can withdraw from the 
experiment at any time and that my signature does not strip me of my legal rights. If you wish 
to, you can receive the copy of this document writing an email to 
experimentos@uniandes.edu.co 
 
Signature (write your full name) ________________________ 
 
C.C _______________   from (city) _______________ 
 
 
I, Jose Alberto Guerra Forero (cc. 80036052), from Universidad de Los Andes, certify that this 
information will be used confidentially and only for academical and educational purposes. I also 
certify that we will pay to every participant the money earned during the exercise.  
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General Instructions 
 

In each round, you will make decisions as a group. To do this, you will be randomly assigned in 
each round to a group made up of three (3) members. 
 
The other two members will be computers, which we will call computer participants. 
 
Only one of the rounds will be randomly chosen at the end of the activity, and your payments 
will be determined by your decisions and the decisions of the other members of your group in 
said round. 
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Instructions: Decisions through the rounds 
 

In each round, all members of the group must vote between two Options: Option X or Option 
Y. The Option that the group chooses will determine your payment and the payment of the 
computer participants in the experiment. 
 
The group's decision on the Options will be determined based on majority rule. As the groups 
are made up of three members: 
 

- If at least two of them vote in favor of Option X, and the other in favor of Option Y, 
Option X will be the one that determines the payments for ALL the members of the 
group. 
 

- On the other hand, if at least two of them vote in favor of Option Y, and the other in 
favor of Option X, Option Y will be the one that determines the payments for ALL the 
members of the group. 
 

Option payments depend on a Relevant Scenario that is randomly selected each round. The 
Relevant Scenario for payments will be common to all members of the group. The Relevant 
Scenario can be High or Low with equal probability, this is equal to 50%, which is equivalent 
to tossing a coin each round. None of the members, not even the computer participants, know what 
the Relevant Scenario is. 
 
However, in each round you will be able to pay an amount in EP so that all the members of your 
group, including the computer participants, know the Relevant Scenario before voting on Option 
X or Option Y. Knowing the Relevant Scenario before the vote on the Options will depend 
solely on your decision of paying to see the Relevant Scenario. This payment, if you decide to 
assume it, will be deducted from your final payments. 
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Instructions: Options’ payments  
 
In each round, we will show you on your screen your payments and what might the computer 
participants’ payments.  
 
In this round you are part of a group made up by three participants: you and other two computer 
participants. Your payments, according to the Option you choose and the Scenarios (High or 
Low), are: 
 

Table with your payments 
 Option 

X Y 
High Scenario 10 points 13 points 
Low Scenario 10 points 8 points 

 
Each computer participant’s payments in this round can come from these two following tables with 
equal probability, this is equal to 50%, which is equivalent to tossing a coin. 
 

Table 1: computer participant’s 
payments 

 Table 2: computer participant’s 
payments 

 Option  Option 
X Y X Y 

High 
Scenario 

10 points 13 points High 
Scenario 

10 points 17 points 

Low 
Scenario 

10 points 8 points Low 
Scenario 

10 points 11 points 

Average between 
High and Low 

10 points Average between 
High and Low 

14 points 

 
In particular, the Options’ payments are: 
 

• Option X: If the Group chooses this option, each member’s payments will be 10 EP 
regardless of the Relevant Scenario (High or Low). That is, regardless of whether the 
Relevant Scenario is High or Low, if most of the Group votes in favor of Option X, the 
payment will be 10 EP. 
 

• Option Y:  If the Group chooses this option, the payments for all members will depend 
on the Relevant Scenario chosen by chance (High or Low). Your payments associated 
to this option will always be the same across rounds, but the computer participants’ 
payments will change across rounds. The payments associated with this Option range 
from 6 PE to 17 PE. 
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Instructions: Computer participants’’ behavior  
 

Computer participants have a simple behavioral rule for voting for Option X or Option Y: Computer 
participants will always seek to get the highest possible payment for themselves. Namely, 
 

- If you paid for your group to know about the Relevant Scenario, the computer participants 
will know about it and vote in favor of the option that gives them the highest payment 
given the Relevant Scenario. That is, they vote in favor of Option Y if the payment with 
this option in the Relevant Scenario is greater than 10 PE, otherwise they vote in favor 
of Option X. 

 
- If you did NOT pay so your group could know about the Relevant Scenario, the 

computer participants will not know about it and thus will vote in favor of the option that 
gives them the highest average of payments between the High Scenario and the Low 
Scenario. That is, they vote in favor of Option Y if the average of the payments that they 
would obtain with this option between the High Scenario and the Low Scenario is greater 
than 10 PE, otherwise they vote in favor of Option X. 
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Summary of instructions  
In every round 
 

- You will be assigned to a group consisting of two other computer participants. 
 

- The objective of your group is to choose, by majority rule, one of two Options: Option 
X or Option Y. 

 
o Remember that computer participants vote for Options such that they get the 

highest possible payment for themselves. 
 

- A Relevant Scenario will be randomly chosen to determine payments if your group 
chooses Option Y. The Relevant Scenario can be High or Low with equal probability. 
None of the members know which is the Relevant Scenario. 
 

- Before the vote on Option X or Option Y, you can pay an amount in PE so that your 
group knows the Relevant Scenario before voting on Option X or Option Y. 
 

o If you paid for your group to know the Relevant Scenario, all group members 
will know the Relevant Scenario before voting on Options X or Y. 
 

o If you did NOT pay for your group to know the Relevant Scenario, no group 
member will know about the Relevant Scenario before voting on Options X or 
Y. 
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Now, you will make decisions in a Practice Round. The idea is that you become 
familiar with the screens where you will make your decisions. Once the Practice Round 

is over, the Rounds that count towards your payments will begin. 
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[Practice Round] [Round #] 
Payments: 
 
In this Round you are part of a group made up of three members: you and two other computer 
participants. Your payments, depending on the Option your group chooses and the Scenarios 
(High or Low), are 
 

Table with your payments 
 Option 
 X Y 

High Scenario   
Low Scenario   

 
Each computer participant’s payments in this round can come from these two following tables with 
equal probability, this is equal to 50%, which is equivalent to tossing a coin. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

- Remember that computer participants vote on Options such that they always seek to obtain 
the highest possible payout for themselves. Namely, 
 

o If they know the Relevant Scenario, they vote in favor of Option Y if the 
payment in this option in the Relevant Scenario is greater than 10 PE, otherwise 
they vote in favor of Option X. 
 

o If they do NOT know the Relevant Scenario, they vote in favor of Option Y if 
the Average of the payments in this option between High and Low Scenario is 
greater than 10 PE, otherwise they vote in favor of Option X. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 computer participants’ 
payments 

 Option 
 X Y 
High Scenario   
Low Scenario   
Average between high and low  

Table 2 computer participants’ 
payments 

 Option 
 X Y 
High Scenario   
Low Scenario   
Average between high and low  
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[Practice Round] [Round 1] 
Instructions on knowing or not knowing the Relevant Scenario 
 
Now, we want to know if you want your group members in this Round to know the Relevant 
Scenario for payments before Voting on Option X or Option Y. 
 
The decision to reveal the Relevant Scenario is ONLY up to you. 
 
Here are two alternatives to choose from: 

• Alternative 1: Let my group know the Relevant Scenario 
• Alternative 2: That my group does not know the Relevant Scenario 

 
On the next screen we will ask you to fill in a decision table like the one shown in the image 
below (this image is an example, and you will only be able to make your decision on the next 
screen when you finish reading these instructions). In that table, each situation (row in the table) 
offers you a choice between "Alternative 1" or "Alternative 2." The price for choosing 
Alternative 1 changes across the rows while the price for Alternative 2 does not. It is important 
to note the following 
 

1. The price of Alternative 1 "Let my group know the Relevant Scenario" increases 
from one situation (row) to the next. If you choose Alternative 1, that price will be 
deducted from your payments. 
 

2. The price of Alternative 2 "That my group does not know the Relevant Scenario" is 
identical in all situations (row) and is zero (0). If you choose Alternative 2, nothing will 
be deducted from your payments. 
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Image of the screenshot that you will on the next screen 

 
 
 

Once you have made your decisions in all the situations, one of the 11 situations (a number 
between 1 and 11) will be randomly selected. If you chose Alternative 1, you will be charged the 
price corresponding to that row and EVERYONE in your group will know the Relevant 
Scenario. If you chose Alternative 2, you will not be charged and NO ONE in your group will 
know about the Relevant Scenario. 
 
Although you will make 11 decisions, only one of them will determine whether your group 
knows the Relevant Scenario before voting on the options, but you will not know in advance 
which scenario will be selected (all are equally likely to be chosen). Therefore, the best you can 
do is tell us, in each situation (in each row), which of the two Alternatives you really prefer. 
 
One way to complete your decisions is to determine in which row (Situation) you would like to 
switch from choosing Alternative 1 “That my group knows about the Relevant Scenario” 
to Alternative 2 “That my group does NOT know about the Relevant Scenario”. You do 
not necessarily have to change; if you wish, you can always choose Alternative 1 in all situations, 
or choose Alternative 2 in all situations from the beginning. 
 
There is a scientific reason to do this. Since you have no influence on which situation is randomly 
selected, you have an incentive to reveal your true preference in each situation. Once you have 
made your decision, you cannot change it. 

Situation Alternative 1, Know the 
Relevant Scenario 

Alternative 2, Not 
know the Relevant 

Scenario 

 
Your decision 

1 We give 0,5 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

2 We give 0,1 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

3 Costs 0 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

4 Costs 0,1 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

5 Costs 0,2 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

6 Costs 0,3 PE 
 

Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

7 Costs 0,4 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

8 Costs 0,5 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

9 Costs 0,8 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

10 Costs 1 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

11 Costs 1,3 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

Remember: Only one of the 11 situations will be randomly chosen. If in this situation you choose 
Alternative 1, you will be discounted the amount of that decision and EVERYONE in your 
group will know The Relevant Scenario for payments before voting on the Options. On the 
other hand, if in that situation you choose Alternative 2, you will not be deducted anything from 
this decision and NOBODY in your group will know The Relevant Scenario for payments 
before the vote on the Options. 
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[Practice Round] [Round 1] 
 

Decision on Knowing or Not Knowing the Relevant Scenario: 
 
In this Round you are part of a group made up of three members: You and two other computer 
participants. 
 
Your payments, depending on the Option your group chooses and the Scenarios (High or Low), 
are 
 

Table with your payments 
 Option 
 X Y 

High Scenario   
Low Scenario   

 
 
Each computer participant’s payments in this round can come from these two following tables with 
equal probability. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Please indicate in each row (Situation) of the following table, if in this round you choose 
Alternative 1 “That my group knows the Relevant Scenario” or if you change to Alternative 
2 “That my group does NOT know the Relevant Scenario”. 
 
 

Table 1 computer participants’ 
payments 

 Option 
 X Y 
High Scenario   
Low Scenario   
Average between high and low  

Table 2 computer participants’ 
payments 

 Option 
 X Y 
High Scenario   
Low Scenario   
Average between high and low  
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Situation Alternative 1, Know the 
Relevant Scenario 

Alternative 2, Not 
know the Relevant 

Scenario 

 
Your decision 

1 We give 0,5 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

2 We give 0,1 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

3 Costs 0 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

4 Costs 0,1 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

5 Costs 0,2 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

6 Costs 0,3 PE 
 

Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

7 Costs 0,4 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

8 Costs 0,5 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

9 Costs 0,8 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

10 Costs 1 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

11 Costs 1,3 PE Costs: 0 points ° Alternative 1 
° Alternative 2 

Remember: Only one of the 11 situations will be randomly chosen. If in this situation you choose 
Alternative 1, you will be discounted the amount of that decision and EVERYONE in your 
group will know The Relevant Scenario for payments before voting on the Options. On the 
other hand, if in that situation you choose Alternative 2, you will not be deducted anything from 
this decision and NOBODY in your group will know The Relevant Scenario for payments 
before the vote on the Options. 
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[Round r > 1] 
Instructions on knowing or not knowing the Relevant Scenario 
 
Now, we want to know if you want your group members in this Round to know the Relevant 
Scenario for payments before Voting on Option X or Option Y. 
 
The decision to reveal the Relevant Scenario is ONLY up to you. 
 
If you choose Alternative 1: That my group knows the Relevant Scenario, 

[costs p (if WTP>0)] [we give p (if WTP<0)] PE 
 

If you choose Alternative 2: That my group does NOT know the Relevant Scenario 
Costs 0 PE 

 
On the following screen we will ask you to choose between the two alternatives.  
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[Round r > 1] 
 

Decision on Knowing or Not Knowing the Relevant Scenario: 
 
In this Round you are part of a group made up of three members: You and two other computer 
participants. 
 
Your payments, depending on the Option your group chooses and the Scenarios (High or Low), 
are 
 

Table with your payments 
 Option 
 X Y 

High Scenario   
Low Scenario   

 
 
Each computer participant’s payments in this round can come from these two following tables with 
equal probability. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Please indicate in the following table, if in this round you choose Alternative 1 “That my group 
knows the Relevant Scenario” or Alternative 2 “That my group does NOT know the 
Relevant Scenario” 
 
Alternative 1: knowing 

Relevant Scenario 
Alternative 2: Not knowing 

Relevant Scenario 
Your decision 

Costs [We give] p EP Costs: 0 EP °Alternative 1    °Alternative 2 
Remember: If you choose Alternative 1, you will be deducted the amount of that decision and 
EVERYONE in your group will know The Relevant Scenario for payments prior to voting on 
the Options. Instead, if you choose Alternative 2, you will not be discounted from this decision 
and NO ONE in your group will know The Relevant Scenario for payments prior to the vote 
on the Options. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 computer participants’ 
payments 

 Option 
 X Y 
High Scenario   
Low Scenario   
Average between high and low  

Table 2 computer participants’ 
payments 

 Option 
 X Y 
High Scenario   
Low Scenario   
Average between high and low  
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[Practice Round] [Round 1] 
Relevant Scenario Result 
 
Situation [s] was randomly chosen, which corresponds to the next row of the table on whether 

to Know the Relevant Scenario 
 

[Show first 3 columns of row s] 
 

[If Alternative 1 "Know the Relevant Scenario"] 
Since you chose to know the Relevant Scenario, everyone in your group will know it before 

voting for Option X or Option Y. 
 

The Relevant Scenario in this round is [ω_r] 
 

[If Alternative 2 "Not knowing the Relevant Scenario”] 
Since you chose to not know the Relevant Scenario, none of your group members will know 

about it before voting for Option X or Option Y. 
 
 

Next, you must vote for Option X or Option Y 
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[Round r > 1] 
Relevant Scenario Result 
 

[If Alternative 1 "Know the Relevant Scenario"] 
Since you chose to know the Relevant Scenario, everyone in your group will know it before 

voting for Option X or Option Y. 
 

The Relevant Scenario in this round is [ω_r] 
 

[If Alternative 2 "Not knowing the Relevant Scenario”] 
Since you chose to not know the Relevant Scenario, none of your group members will know 

about it before voting for Option X or Option Y. 
 
 

Next, you must vote for Option X or Option Y 
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[Practice Round] [Round #] 
Vote on Option X or Y 

 
[If the Relevant Scenario is known] 

 
All the members of your group know that the Relevant Scenario is [ω_r] 

 
Please indicate in the following table your vote between Option X and Option Y 

 
Remember that the decision to choose between Option X or Y depends on what most of your 

GROUP decides 
 

Table with your payments  
 Option  

Relevant Scenario X Y Your vote 
[ω_r]   °X							°Y 

 
 

[If the Relevant Scenario is unknown] 
No member of your group knows the Relevant Scenario 

 
Please indicate in the following table your vote between Option X and Option Y 

 
Remember that the decision to choose between Option X or Y depends on what most of your 

GROUP decides 
 

Table with your payments 
 Option  
 X Y Your vote 

High Scenario   
°X       °Y Los Scenario   
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[Practice Round] [Round #] 
Feedback on your payments 
 

In this Round the Relevant Scenario was [ω_r] 
 

You chose 
 

[If Alternative 1 “Know the Relevant Scenario “] Know the Relevant Scenario, so we [add] 
[discount] p PE to your payments 

 
[If Alternative 2 “Not Knowing the Relevant Scenario”] To not know the Relevant Scenario 

 
 

Given the Relevant Scenario, your group’s composition, payments, and vote on the Options 
was as follows 

 
 Option X Option Y Vote 

You 10  [X/Y] 
Computer 

Participant 1 
10  [X/Y] 

Computer 
Participant 2 

10  [X/Y] 

Group Choice [X/Y] 
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